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Colonel Roosevelt that an effort had
been made to "steal" the Washington
delegates. As one of the Taft delegates from the state, he declared
there was no' primary law in Washington.
"The declaration is utterly false,"
he declared, "that the state of Washington was ever carried by Theodore
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Roosevelt"
Applause from Taft 'delegates. Dovell was interrupted with groans from THIRTEEN EMPLOYES OF TRIM
DAD COLLIERY BELIEVED
the Roosevelt forces when he said:
"When it was discovered the night
TO BE DEAD'.
before the state convention that the
on one side by Governor Hadley, the
Taft forces were in control, the adRoosevelt leader, and on the other herents of Mr. Roosevelt declined to CRASH CAMELAST
NIGHT
by James E. Watson of the Taft come' to the convention because they
forces. As a preliminary to the day's knew'
they were beaten."
JOHN THOMAS, THE FIRE BOSS,
expected hostilities all three shook
The clerk, for the Information of the
PERISHED WITH OTHER
to
their corners." convention, then read the names
hands "and retired
WORKERS.
Governor Hadley and W'atson ar- which the
Hadley motion would strike
ranged for an equal division of the from the roll and the list of those
three hours' debate that was to be which it would seat. When the anMANY ARE KILLED OUTRIGHT
allowed on the Roosevelt proposition nouncement was
completed Henry J.
to substitute a roll
92
containing
Allen of Kansas was presented to
Roosevelt delegates in place of 92
speak In support of the Hadley mo- THOSE WHO SURVIVED FIRST
I Taft followers
seated by the national tion.' Mr. Allen frequently was cheerSHOCK DOUBTLESS WERE
committee.
ed by the Roosevelt delegates and
SUFFOCATED.
Before calling the convention to
laughed at by the Taft adherents.
order Chairman Root and the other
After 'being interrupted several
officers of the convention posed for times Allen shouted:
Trinidad, Colo., June 19. Thirteen
are entombed and are believ
a series of pictures. This helped to
miners
"You haven't got anything until
delay matters several minutes heyond this convention is over; then the Lord ed to be dead as a result of an ex
plosion in the new slope of the Hast
,the scheduled hour, 11 o'clock.
only knows what you've got."
Chairman Root finally pounded the
ings mine of the Victor American
deto
"Are you going
abide by the
table with his gavel at 11:15 and or- cision of this convention?" cried a Fuel company last night, according to
advices received here today. Another
to clear
dered the seargeant-at-arm- s
delegate from Colorado.
miner badly injured has been resthe aisles.
i
BOOM
"I'll answer you later."
cued. The mine is located 16 miles
Fifteen minutes passed before .. "Answer me now."
Chairman Root again took up his
north of Trinidad.
York
Newcomb
of
New.
Delegate
The main slope is badly caved and
gavel and with emphatic blows on made a
point of order against further
Men
Frantic
orrescuers have been able to make but
the
and
table insisted upon quiet
Waving Banners and Shouting "Hadley! Hadley!"
of
and
the speakers
interruptions
der. Then pounding the table again Chairman Root
March Through the Aisles in Attempt to Start a Stampede
held it well taken.' The little progress. Rescue equipment
Root announced:
chairman made a special plea for fair is being rushed to the scene of the
There is Much Disorder and Shouts of "Liar, Thief and
"The exercises I mean the busidisaster.
play to the speaker.'
ness of this day will be opened with
John Thomas, fire boss, is believed
Robber" are often heard Permanent Organization
Allen was followed by former Sen
prayer by the Rev. JoBeph Stolz."
Not Expected before Late Tomorrow
ator James A. Hemenway of Indiana to have lost his life in the explosion.
Senator Root announced unfinish- for the Taft forces. Senator Hemen The other victims are believed to be
ed business of the day the motion of
The new mine taps what
way declared that the work of the foreigners.
is known as the "B" seam of coal
Watson that the convention proceed
national committee had been done
which lies below the "A" seam or
to the appointment
of the regular
befairly and regularly. "Thirteen mem
Chicago, June 19. Late in the afternoon the convention
old
The new slope
motion
and
the
substitute
committee
workings.
amendbers of the committee have signed
gan voting on the motion of James E. Watson to table the
to
left from the old
the
branches
off
of Governor Hadley that the Roosethis protest, 39 have seated these dele
ment of Governor Deneen to the effect that no man whose seat
main slope a short distance from the
of delegates be substituted
list
velt
J
Now
to
gates.
jsk you
was contested should participate, in the decision as to whether he
mouth of the mine and has been driv
for the temporary roll. He also an-- j
that minority without seeing the evi- en a
The lineup was pracshould be granted a seat in the convention.
to
distance of 4,500 feet. The ex
nounced the
three
agreement
without
dence:
at
the
of temporary chairman yesterfacts,"
getting
'
is believed to have taken
tically the same as on the elation
if
asked
there
wasi he said.
hours'
debate
and
plosion
not been called indicaday afternoon. Though all the states had
There was not. It had
place near the face of the new workobjection.
13
insisted
that only
Hemenway
tions were that the W'atso'n motion would prevail.
before 10 o'clock. No
been agreed in advance that there
memibers of the national committee ings shortly
concussion was felt even in the imshould be no parliamentary points of
signed the protests. Taking up the mediate
order against the Roosevelt motion, Texas cases,
vicinity of the mine and the
that
Hemenway said
first warning, of the disaster came
the Taft forces agreeing to fight the Cecil
fedLyon had controlled 5,000
addi matter out before the delegates.
when a night watchman saw smoke
Convention Hall, Chicago, June 19. Maryland that voted for Root and
eral appointments in Texas; that his
re- As
North
from
Carolina,
votes
tional
fifteenth
from the mouth of the new
to
advanced
the
Governor
Hadley
The second day of
word had been law, but this year the issuing
of the stage to open the dethe
slope shortly before midnight.
convention opened Pennsylvania, Illinois and Oregon.
front
national
publican
republicans of the other faction had
A Bolt May Occur
bate a' round of cheers from the sent a
Superintendent Cameron and party
with ten hours of stubborn fighting
delegatidn, not of Cecil Lyon succeeded
win
will
"We
question,"
conin locating a number of
beyond
When
him.
the
of
forces
Roosevelt
outcome
greeted
ahead and the
officeholders, but of independent votRoosevelt
bodies behind heavy falls and no
manager the tumult subsided Governor Hadley
test for the presidential nomination said Dixon, the
ers.
is held out (that, any are alive.
began an. explanation of the situation
uncertain. There were four possibil- today.
From the Pennsylvania delegation hope
are
contested
"If
Those not killed outright died soon
these
delegates
confronting the convention.
ities. The nomination of Taft, the
came a yell:
on their own claims'
afterward, Cameron believes, from
He reviewed the eventB of yesternomination of Roosevelt, the nomina- allowed to pass
"How about Penrose?"
,
of
Miles
Poindexter
suffocation.
Senator
said
Nato
of
the
and
possibilday
candidate
ruling
up
leading
thin
of
a
tion
Bending over and shaking his fist
"Roosevelt will be a tional Committee Chairman Rosewa- Fresh men went into the mine
ities for a second or double conven- Washington.
In the faces of the delegation Hemen
was
construed
after 9 o'clock. The mine
candidate."
This
were
motion
which
shortly
the
these
ter,
of
Hadley
quashed
of
any
tion. Backers
way, his face .flushed, shouted:
were
men
RooBevelt
was
not damaged ana the wreckbolt
fan
a
if
to
third
roll.
meaning
purge the temporary
"Give me Penrose before Flinn ev
plentiful. Taft, Roosevelt and
,
ed slope is slowly being cleared of
in the minorty.
claimed
strategic
met
could
"We
have
Immediately ery time."
candidate partisans
poisonous gases. Excellent order is
Although Roosevelt may visit the and forcibly this arbitrary and unadvantage as a result of yesterday's
The Pennsylvanians went wild.
maintained about the mine.
Taft
being
the
a
chair
convention
as
spectator,
for
temperary
"electidn of Root
parliamentary ruling,!' said Hadley, Climbing upon their chairs and brand
not
could
and he was roundly cheered. "Instead ishing their fists they yelled
man. Political prophets wandered in leaders today insist that he
epithets
amaze in a condition of acute statis-tica- under the regulations of the national we chose to wait patient until today." and vituperation at the speaker. Flinn
B5S
committee, take part in the deliberaGovernor Hadley read the "indict himself took a prominent .part in the ALBUQUERQUE PAPERS
intoxication. The vote of
convenvote
was
of
the
a
without
McGovern
tions,
ment" of the national committee as demonstration.
to 508 for Root over
tion itself. If he should get a vote uttered by Colonel Roosevelt in his
WERE IMPOSED UPON
construed confusingly.
Throughout the hall came yells and
on such a resolution it was conceded Monday night speech in this city and
a
for
moments
and
few
tumult
The only tnings that were certain
jeers
he would control the conven- it called out a big cheer.
As the disorder continued
as 11 o'clock approached were: That that
prevailed.
tion.
"It may he true that there are many in the Pennsylvania delegation Sena CURLEY DISCOVERS THERE IS
Governor Hadley would make a fight
TO DISNO
FOUNDATION
Mr. McKinley wa9 confident of the persons who do not agree with us tor Root came to the front of the
for Roosevelt, renewing his motion
REPORTS
declared
He
QUIETING
be
of
Theodore
Taft.
rolli
should
Roosevelt
success
that
final
convention
to
and
shoutFlinn he
stage
pointing
for an "expurged"
our candidate for president, but there ed:
eliminating at imi urac6ore
Jack' Curley, who went yesterday
roll call can be no difference of opinion that
"If the gentleman, from Pennsylva
seating Roosevelt's men. , It seemed velt delegates through the
the
on temporary chairman. He said his voice today la the greatest Of the nia wishes to commend his cause to to Albuquerque . to lnvjestigate
leaders
Taft
that
certain
equally
out
sent
source
.deleof
stories
Roosevelt
the
all
the
being
to
that
said
western
wortd,"
Hadley.
list
nearly
the just and honest members of this
would refer the "expurgated"
He then read a statement from 14 convention and the American people from that city to the effect that Govthe credentials committee and that gates voting for Root will stick and
an individual roll call would follow.! that Root's personality is a factor for members of the national committee he , will cease to interfere with the ernor William' C. McDonald expects
bout today
protesting against the action of the delivery of a reasonable and decent to stop the
Hadley, floor leader of the Roose- the president
sent
the
in
. to The
of
following,
the
on
dispatch
wore
seating many
It was evident as the day
majority
velt contingent, had arranged with
argument." Senator Root was cheer
: T'
- Sates,
In
the
candiCalifornia,
optic:
or
third
particularly
former
the
Repreed.
floor
compromise
leader,
the Taft
Albuquerque, N. "M., June 19. I
"We will have order in this conven
sentative James E. Watson of Indiana date talk came, from delegates and Texas and Washington cases.
been here since" last evening in
an
have
earnest
Governor
the!
made
each
Hadley
not
said
leaders.
members
for
debate
or
half
the
by
Hadley
today
a
for an hour and
responsible
tion,
be
out
of
left
that
personalities
disorder will suffer in the estimation vestigating the malicious reports that
side. Whatever the outcome it was situation was not altered in a single plea
the
the
Root.
of
debate,
election
question
before
declaring
the
detail
committees
of the American people," added Sena- have gone out regarding the governor
by
planned to appoint
contest I
was clearly one of principle and tor Root.
stopping the
two
to
take
declare
Shrewd
observers
and
session
the
adjourning
no
truth in
find
Is
there
involved
not
should
absolutely
it
he
that
de
are
new
The
by
In
in
deliberation
of
8
a
midst
the
o'clock tonight.
tumult,
a recess to
today's
Then,
points
The local pa
of these rumors.
else.
any
a
de
receive
to
climbed
chair
and
was
Flinn
upon
session
pendable:
planned
night
pers feel that they have been grossly
Hadley was given the closest atten- manded recognition.
First, contests would be decided as
the report of the committee on rules
that
imposed upon and assure me
"A point of order," he shouted.
and possibly one other. As planned Hadley desires until the contests are tion throughout. In closing he de
ever
will
that
like
on
vote
sub
when
happen
the
the
nothing
that
clared
creden
from
"State it," commanded Root.
the convention will get to business gone into and returned
roll came he would contend that on
"It is that the mention of person again.
Thursday morning. It was expected tials committee.
match will po
The Johnson-FlynSecond, there will be no compro- the question submitted only those delthat the credential and platform reat
scheduled
as
take
contest
were
not
whose
seats
place
sitively
and
the
on
until
Taft
mise
egates
made
candidate
be
would
night.
(Continued
Thursday
Page Four)
ports
of
on
the
afternoon
I.as
'ballot.
ed
to
allowed
Vegas
July
be
It Roosevelt partisans are beaten Roosevelt forces have tested their
4, and a staging it no one is violat"All law, all precedents agree," he
it may come to the talked-o- f double strength further on roll calls.
should
be
no
a
man
ing any statute on the books of the
judge
Although the convention faced the said, "that
convention. It was frequently rumorstate.
leadown
in
mancase."
his
the
real
of
Roosevelt
his
had
Roosevelt
urged
ed that
struggle
TODAY IN CONGRESS
JACK. CURLEY.
Hadley was followed by W. T. Dov
ager to take steps today, to force the ers to obtain control of the permaV.
9.
noin
who
a
was
ell
of
nent
of
roll
revocathere
demanded
Washington
argued
the
delegates,
issue regarding
TODAY'S BASEBALL.
ticeable lack of excitement or enthu- favor of the Taft delegates seated by
tion of action in contests.
19. Senate: Not
toJune
National League.
Wash
from
hall
committee
Washington,
siasm
the
national
about
the
convention
are
claim
Roosevelt managers
they
R. H. E.
in session.
ington.
confident of swinging the situation. day.
8 10 2
noon!
at
House:
Met
aras
Dovell
reck
Mr.
characterized
had
Soon
Root
Pittsburgh
after
Chairman
would
have
many
They declare they
1 3 1
St.
Took
to
the
Louis
calendar.
statement
credited
up
additional votes including eight from rived at 10:54 a. m. he was flanked lessly false, the

SUPPORTERS OF ROOSEVELT

TIIEV CARRY ON VIGOROUS

PLANT OF MANGANESE COMPANY THE COLONEL IS IN COMMAND
NEAR LAYAMA BURNED- BY
AND HIS FOLLOWERS WAIT
CUBAN NEGROE8.
HIS PLEASURE
-

MARINES SENTTO THE SCENE WILL" DEMAND
WILL

PREVENT

REDATIONS

FIGHT TO HAVE DELEGATES

ADMITTED TO CON VENT DN

Warfare Centered on the Motion of Hadley
to Seat Insurgent Partisans on
Tempjorary Roll Call

STARTED FOR MISSOURI

GOVERNOR

.
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Flynn-Johhso-

n

j

Flynn-Johnso-

any-thin-

n

'

-
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n

DEPFURTHER
WITH TRUSTY

IF THE DELEGATES HE HAS PRO
TESTED ARE SEATED, ROW

CARBINES.

THE

INSURGENTS

SEVERAL

RECCGNIKIO.H

WILL START

SURRENDR FIGHT EVERY INCH OF GROUND

HUNDRED INSURRrC-TOADVANTAGE OF

S

TAKE

HELPERS OF ROUGH RIDER SAY"
NOTHING WILL BE "SLIPPED

AMNESTY PROCLAMATION

OVER" ON THEM

XL

Santiago, Cuba, June 19 The buildings of the Ponupo Manganese company, an American!' concern, gfuaici
near Layaina, about seven miles from
Santiago, were burned by Cuban insurgents at noon yesterday.
A detachment of forty marines under command of Captain Alexander S.
to
Williams, V. S. M. C, arrived he-Guanta-nam- o
from
on
train
a
day
special
to reinforce the garrison at the
o

Firmeza mines and to protect the
property of the Puraga Iron company.
As a result of ttad latest amnesty
proclamation issued by General
commander-in-chie- f
of the
government forces, about three hundred insurgents came in today and
surrendered to the military authorities. Of this number, however, not
one brought in any weapon. This fact
causes great uneasiness among the
whites, who regarded it as ah indi
cation that the actual rebel forces
are not diminishing.
Mon-teagud-

DEMOCRATS GETTING
READY FOR BUSINESS

Chicago, June 19. Theodore Roose
velt had his fighting blood surging
early today and from the moment he
reached his conference quarters in
the Congress hotel until his field captains left for the convention hall
there was unusual scurrying about.
Senator Dixon, his campaign man
ager; Governor Hadley, floor leader
of the Roosevelt forces; George
Perkins, Gifford Pinchot and otters;
most intimately in the colonel's con
were closeted .with Mr.
fidence,
Roosevelt later for more than an hour.
Governor Hadley said after the con
sultation of the leaders, Just beforegoing to Mr. Roosevelt's rooms, that
he thought there would he no change
in the convention program of the
Roosevelt forces.
"We are going right ahead fighting
every inch of the ground," said Governor Hadley.
Some of the friends of Mr. Roosevelt were not so certain that th Colonel would not have some other plan
in his mind which might upset things.
That the colonel has taken absolute
command seems a certainty.
"The colonel is absolute boss," said
one of the Roosevelt lieutenants this
-

morning.

BALTIMORE IS FILLED WITH
AL CANDIDATES AND
THEIR FORCES.
:

RIV- -

That Roosevelt will order a with
drawal of his delegates from the con- vention if the credentials committee
fails to unseat the protested SO delegates Included in the appeal submit-- .
ted hy Governor Hadley was the most
discussed proposition, around headquarters just before the convention
opened for the second day. On every
hand it was agreed that this development was certain to follow approval
of the national committee's action.
Roosevelt's chief lieutenants, in
cluding Governors Hadley and De
neen, served notice today that they
will not sanction a bolt under any circumstances. They made .no secret
of their position In this respect and
announced It to a number of newspaper men.

Baltimore, Md., June 18, Preliminary to the meeting tomorrow of the
arrangements committee to select
the temporary officers of the democratic convention there was further
discussion today of the proposition, to
have the candidate who received the
second highest number of votes on
the final ballot accept the nomination of vice president. National Committeeman Daniels of Nor$h Carolina
Is strongly urging this proposition to
his fellow committeemen.
The headquarters of the various
presidential candidates were In full
The rivai camps isswing today.
SecThe Bribery Charges
sued hourly claims of victory.
conJune' 19. Representa
all
of
the
said
Washington,
Woodson
retary
W.
Littleton has prepar
minMartin
tive
were
tests received so far
quite
ed a resolution calling for a congres
or in character.
sional investigation of the charges
of bribery at the republican national
WOMEN SOAKED HIM
London, June 19. iA savage attack convention and, it is said, will submit
chancellor of it to the house on his return from
on David
the exchequer was made today by a New York in a day or two.
outside
small band of suffragettes
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Caxton hall, but beyond knocking off
Kansas
no
City, Mo., June 19. Cattle,
did
the chancellor's silk hat, they
4,000, including 1,000 south.
.
receipts
damage.
,
erns. Market steady." Native steers
$7.759.45;. southern steers $58.25;
GEORGIA'S COMMENCEMENT.
'
Athens, Ga. June 19. The Univer- southern cows and heifers $3.50
uni6.23; native cows and heifers $33
sity of Georgia, the oldest state
versity in the country, held its an- S.85; stackers and feeders S4.25(3
nual commencement exercises today. 6.50; bulls $46.50; calves M.50
western steers $5.50if?9; westernJudge J. H. Lumpkin, of the supreme
court of Georgia, delivered the annual cows 3.506.5O.
Market
10,000.
Hogs,
receipts
address to the graduates and Chan5 cents highr.
Bulk
of
to
strong
the
delivered
diplomas
Barrow
cellor
and conferred the degrees. The grad sales $7.307.50; heavy $7.457.55;
35 7. 50;
uating class was one of the largest packers and butchers $7.
lights $7.157.40; pigs $G7.
in the history of the university.
,
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market strong
Muttons $3.755;-lambWEDDING.
$7.008.90;
Philadelphia, Pa., June 19. The range wethers and yearlings $16.50;
wedding of Miss Eleanor Elklns Wid- range ewes ?34.25.
ened daughter of the late George D.
STATEMENTS DEMANDED
Widener. and Fitz Lugene Dixon took
Washington, June 19. The compplace today at Lynnewood hall, the
home of the bride's mother, in Elk-in- s troller of the currency today issued
Park. Owing to the recent deaths a call for a statement of the condiof the bride's father and brother, who tion of all national hanks in the Uniwere victims of the Titanic disaster ted States at the close of 'business on
the wedding ceremony was private.
Friday, June 14.
Lloyd-Georg-

s

DIXON-WIDENE-

.
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TWO
were filWd with air pumped in by a
hand bellows. The cloth flanges running along the sides of the cylinders
made U possible to stitch canvas
to the hollow cigars, across
which planks were lashed at right
continuous webbing,
T,ne
angles.
which was nothing but continuous
canvas bracing running obliquely up
to the crosspieces, was made fast to
the planks with lashings that passed

CROSSED OCEAN IN

web-bein- g

CRAFT OF CLOW
AND RUDDER
JERRY

WHO

MULLANE,

THE RAFT, SAYS IT'S
FECT LIFE SiVER.

SAILED

alternately

Jeremiah Mullane, an old sailor, of
No. 34 Spencer place, Garfield, N. J.,
believes that the most effective life- iavlng contrivance In case of ocean
disaster U a folding raft of canvas
and rubber, with masts, thwarts, rudder and

tent

years ago Jerry made
the trip from New York to Southampton on such a craft.
Still young at 70, with a family of
daughters, sons and grandchildren,
Jerry has worked in rubber factories
ever since he quit the sea, 40 years
or so ago.
Born on the eastern end of Long
Island, he started seafaring as a boy.
Ilrst he had fiv years of whaling.
Following this he served on every
type of craft that fi&ea a wave except a modern liner. He served in
the navy under Admiral Porter.
In 1867, with John Mikes and
George Miller, Mullane was serving
as a quartermaster on the American
steamer Santiago de Cuba of the Central American Transit company, running' hetween New York and Gray-towNicaragua. Mikes was second
officer and Miller, like Mullane, was a
quartermaster. At thait time the Central American Transit company was
competing with the Pacific Mail line,
' which
conducted a service between
Forty-fiv-

over

under

and

the

boards. A slanting canvas web was
sewed and lashed on the outer Bides
of the raft merely for appearance.
One plank running across lengthwise
of the 'cigars' hung over, and to the
end was attached a pintle In which a
rudder was shipped. To hold the
rudder below there extended down
from each corner of the platform a
straypleoe Into which the foot of the
rudder fitted. There were two masts,
with topmasts, and a jibboom but no
bowsprit. On the fore was a regulation foreandaft sail. The main bad
a modified lateen.
Firat Trial Successful.
The company that made Jerry's raft
o
bad supplied one, a
the Santiago de Cuba, which chanced
on one of her trips to Greytown.to
be transporting
troops bound for
California. It was too rough to make
a landing at Greytown,. and the Santiago de Cuba lay tossing in the offing. Ti,rd of ithe wait, the soldiers

EF-

e

r,

their willingness to trust
themselves to the Perry raft, which
was manned by seven or eigiht hands
of the crew.
They hud landed safely twenty soldiers, when it turned so stormy that
the skipper took Hhe Santiago further
Out and swore when he saw the cloth
craft coming back before a howling
gale. It reached the Santiago all right and was voted a real life
signified

e

saver.
New York and Aspinwall, now Colon.
"It was a great time about then for
small boats to cross the Atlantic,"
Its Inventor.
or Twenty-eevent- says Mullane. "The little Red, White
In West Twenty-fiftstreet E. L. Perry, who had and Blue' had gone over with three
'devised among other novelties a gun men, and Mikes,, Miller and I agreed
which be had patented, had turned that we would cross the blue to Euout a
device that he called rope on one of Perry's rafts.
"When we went uptown to see Perthe Monitor
raft. It consisted of two or three canvas tubes, ry about It he was enthusiastic, but
the clolh of thick material, covered the manufacturers opposed it. They
with rubber. In turn the rubber enve- were afraid the raft would be knocklopes were coVered wltlh canvas of ed to pieces or the tubes would colextrat thickness to the sides of which lapse. Perry was not rich, but he
with stitched flanges of canvas. The helped us all he coulu. i The New
tubes, their ends pointed like cigars, York newspapers said that if we had
h

h

g

g

VEQAS DAILY

any friends, they ought to put us
away In some safe place.
af"The raft was a
fair, with the pennant "Nonpareil"
flapping from her foremost halliards
and Old Glory from her maingaff.
There was a tent lashed amldship
hetween the masts, and rubber collapsible barrels of fresh water were
lashed on top of the side cigars between the planks. We took along a
stuff, several
good deal of canned
kerosene
hams, coffee and a
Btove, ten gallons of kerosene, and
three gallons of sperm oil for signal
three-pontoo-

n

one-wk-- k

lights.

Trip Across Ocean.
"Off Sandy Hook, where we waited
three days, lay the ironclad Ihinder-berg- ,
which William H. Webb had
built for the government, but Uncle
Sam wouldn't accept her. Mr. Webb
sold her to France, ana she was
La Rochambeau or somesort. It was so rough
of
that
thing
that the ironclad could not go out,
but the Nonpareil went out.
"At morning and ai night the tubes
would become somewhat flattened and
slack, but In the heat of the day they
were plump. On he second or third
day out we pumped in some air with
the bellows.
days
"During the trip of forty-twwe spoke to eleven snips, all sail. If
they were on the weather aide they
came down to us. If we were on the
weather side, they lay to and we
went down to them. Every one offered aid. Those from American
ports had read of our venture and
they understood. Ships coming the
other way supposed we were castaways and wanted to take ua off.
"The Nonpareil flew, skipped and
The wind
dived for several hours.
and the sea increased. Tlie combers
rolled over us astern. Both cylinders
and planks were under water, as well
as the jib boom, the steering board
where he tiller was rigged and the
ought
tent. Miller and I thought-w- e
to stop.
'"All right,' said Skipper Mikes;
'we'll stop her If you say so.' So we
put out the drag.
Ocean Skippers Astonished.
"On a Sunday, on the thirteenth day
out, we spoke (the Bremen ship Goshen from St. John's, N. F., for London.
It was a dead calm at four bells in
the forenooa watch. We worked down
to him, made fast and all three of us
boarded and 'gammed' with her skip- o
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per for three hours and tlie Goshen s
cook cooked us a
Westphalia ham.
"On July 10, at seven bells of the
forenoon watch. In a nasty sea, we
spoke the Nova Scotia brig T. Cof-flof WlndHor, from Philadelphia.
Her skipper put his trumpet to his
Hps and twice called out: 'Do you
want to be taken off?' 'No; we're all
right. We don't want to be taken
off." Captain Mikes answered.
"'What in hell is It shouted the
Elite Nose skipper.
twenty-five-poim-

The Newest, Best and Most Desirable

ll

" 'We're the American raft Nonpareil, bound from the United States
for Southampton! All well!' yelled

Mikes.
"I never did like kerosene. I was
always afraid of it, and I am now. 1
was at the tiller and Miller was cooking. The wick blazed up and the
whole stove was In flames. With the
main sheet I took a hMch in tie rope
handle in the end of the
box In which the stove was kept

i
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'Throw the damned thing overboard!'
I yelled.
George tossed the whole
business Into the sea. The box
turned over in the swells and bumped
our kerosene stove into the Atlantic.
"I cut down a tin bake pan, turned
upside down a tin bread box within
the bake tin and made some tubes
of strips of tin for three wicks. The
new stove would not burn ' kerosene
and we used sperm oB. We had
plenty of twine and much of my time
thereafter was spent in plaiting wick-lnThe sperm was soon exhausted.
A Mongrel

EVERYTHING
in Dry Goods, Women' Misses and Children's Ready-to-wea- r
garments,
Boy's Clothing, Men's and Boys Hats and Caps. Trunks, Suitcases and
Bags and all Children's Shoes and Oxfords at

ONE THIRD OFF

Hen,

"At two' bells of the second dog
watch one July day we spoke the German ship Johannah Wilhemlna, from
Baltimore for Bremen, fourteen days
out, with passengers.
" 'Are you short of anything inquired her captain.
"We said we were short of coffee
and oil. In his own boat he sent us
fifteen pounds of coffee, several gallons of sperm oil, a gallon and' a half
Jug of gin and a mongrel hen. We
sent some 'jars of preserved trult
Bklpper and the passengers of the
Wilhelmina.'
"In those days I did not drink, but
I do now. So every time I turned in
I slept on rthe pug of gin. That mongrel hen had more sense than some
men. She roosted on the cook box
most of the time, and later went witJh

HPT

FT T7

Baldwin Dresses,Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wunderhose, Cadet Hose, Toilet
Goods, SunburstfSilk, Monogram Stencils, Bedding, Butterick Patterns and Publications
and Threads.
1

SALE FOR CASH ONLY

.

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS

NOTHING EXCHANGED

to-th-

us and the raft into the theatrical
business.
"One midnight when I had left the
tiller I sat or the cook box, sailor-likto have a bite, and sompthin. fetch'
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South SidcPlG

EstaHLsKed 1862

ed me a sound blow on tie pack of
I reached dbwn 'on the ufasture of his rafts, and he has done
mate 61 Deptuy Game Warden Page
"the head.
Ready to. Hear Complaints.
the cigjprs to grab so. Of the flood of suggestions 1 see
between
B. F. Seggerson in charge of the B. Qtero at St. Louis university 1S63
webbing
a flying fi&h, but It flopped back Into none that looks so good to me as the rate department of the corporation to 1871. Mr. Baca graduated as the)
the water. In clear, weather, at noon, loth rafts, which can he taken
commission, has equipped the north- valedictorian of his class, from the
we almost ran down a whale that had their bin, unrolled, blown up and west room of the third floor of the classical course, his oration
beinij
sounded dead ahead.
capltol hullding for his office and is delivered Jn the Latin language. Mr.
launched in eight minutes."
Lionized at Cowes.
Baca has been teaching school lateiy
colleating all the tariffs and
When we made Southampton J.
sheets of all the companies operating in the state of Texas.
R. Stebbfng, president of the Cham
within or through the state. The
Dental Board.
ber of Commerce, welcomed us, and
commission is now equipped to exam
The .New Mexico board of dental
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
1912.
ine into all complaints as rates from examiners this noon concluded he
Jingles-$20.- 00 the American consul, Captain Britton,
gave us a reception. Commander
shippers and to make prompt adjust- written examination of ithe seven apWTiite, who afterward became chief
Santa Fe, N. M., June 19. The ment.
plicants for license to practice in New
naval constructor
for the British court room in the federal bulldingi is
District Court.
Mexlcq and this afternoon and tomor(
and
navy, took a great interest In the again
The following suits were filed in row will conduct a clinic in which the
raft, and, with his tender, towed us and makes as pleasant and commod- Ithe office of the clerk of the district applications must' give evidence of
over to the Royal Yacht club regatta ious a court room, as is to be found court, M. A. Ortiz, this forenoon:
their practical ability. Dn. F. R. Lord
at Cowes. He went oo fast and the in' the southwest.
Santa Fe Realty company vs. City of Las Vegas, has been elected presl'
n
iNonpareil was almost swamped.
Insurance Company Admitted.
of Santa Fe, Fred uller, etc., to quiet dent of the board, and Dr. M. J.
of Demlng, secretary.
"We went aboard the royal yacht
State Insurance Commissioner Ja- - title to a piece of land in the Maihaf-feVictoria and Albert, and the skippet cobo Chaves today admitted the Ma
tract of the Buena Vista addition,
MEETING OF REALTY MEN. ,
said: 'I suppose you have a supply of sonic Life Association of Buffalo, N. which had been transferred by Wil
We Paid $20.00 for this original May Jingle
FINISH
JINGLE
Bourbon.' 'We had, Y., which was held up on March 1 liam S. Houghton to Miguel A. Otero
American
Louslville,
good
Ky., June 19. The great"Cirea
txamfito oalf"
est gathering of real estate men ever
with the policy and by the' latter to the petitioner.
sir,' replied Captain Mikes, 'but it Is for not complying
on
the engine that pulls the fast express.
Father is a busy man and has a hungry look.
Daddy's
all gone. The Nonpareil was a won form.
Jesus Maria Jaramlllo vs. Antonio held in America began here today,
Mother is a suffragette and has no time to cook
Runs a mile a minute or faster'n that I guess,
Funds
der to the lords and ladles aboard the
State
Jose
Gallegos, Rio Arriba county, in ithe occasion being the fifth annual
Baby's bat is in the ring, he wants a little lunch.
comtributto
N.
and
at
Marron
Treasurer
O,
Cowes,
Staite
When
the water right to a 20 acre convention of. the National Associathey
yachts
he's
home
to
volving
"well
he
let
me
see"
says
supper
So Brother shouts around the house "Toasties for .the
ea imerauy.
Bunch."
day received $1,000 from State Engin. tract on the Arroyo Seco, which peti tion of Real Estate Exchanges. NearPurchased from R. T, FRAMBES,
"We made a three months' engage- - eer Charles D. Miller for the stream tioner complains has been stopped by ly all the large cities of the United"
6123 Muigror. St,
Gcnrumlown. Phil.., Fa.
(Fill in this Udc. mentioning TcaUici, ud write plainly.)
States and Canada are represented.
ment for the raft, the ihen and owt gauging fund, and $11.50 from Game the defendant.
Selves to show at the Crystal palace Warden T. C. de Baca, for the game
Two Republics Life Insurance com- President Samuel S. Thorpe presided
Na.me
Sign
at Sydenham. .My partners were mar protection fund.
pany vs. Esplmenio Esquibel, on a at the initial session this afternooa
and delivered his annual address.
rled men. They sold oui to an Amer
note for $162.80.
Rivers Running High.
Game Warden T. C. de Baca has
ican, a Confederate soldier, who had
'Laws and Journals. ,
Secretary R. Bruce Douglas of Milwaukee
and Treasurer A. C. Bowles
J.
of
gone to England, and I rolled up the reports from all parts of the state,
State
Antonlo4
Secretary
Address
to
raft and packed it and shipped it, that the, streams are still running unyour
has designated Eleuterio Baca of Denver presented their annual rewith the hen. for Reynold's wax usually high for this season of the of Las Vegas as the official trans- ports. The remainder of the sessioa
CO., LTD-- .
CREEK. MICH.
Dept. 300, POSTUM
works at Lion's Gate, Liverpool, ior year and that there is still a large lator of the laws and journals. The was occupied with routine business.
ten months. I sailed up the Mersey amount of snow in, the mountains.
contract for the printing of the jour- The gathering will continue until the
Use of above form of
is
not required.
on the Nonpareil, and the Liverpool
nals of both houses in Spanish and end of the week. Winnipeg is making
Insurance Department Stays.
In answer to an inquiry, Attorney English was yesterday awarded to a strong bid for next year's convenMercury said that While the Great
We will buy 50 Post Toasties Jingles, acceptpet up" those whose Jingles are not accepted,
stream
ithe
in
then
General
(Eastern,
Frank W. Clancy this after- Ithe New Mexican
lying
company tion.
a
in
able for use
Jingle Book, received during
Fill in the missing line of the incomplete Jingle was the biggest thing afloat the Non. noon stated that as the legislature by the secretary, Printingthe lowest
being
$20.00
each.
at
June, 1912,
printed above, making the last line include the parell was the smallest.
had made no provision as to the in- bidder, and that for the Saws to an
Manufacture Resumed.
surance department, fts-- status
Only the Jingles we pay for will be used, but
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
name "Post Toasties" or "Toasties," with correct
Albuquerque printer.
''After a while the Nonpareil ceased
the same as before the legisno Jingles, whether purchased or not, will be reEleuterio Baca is a son of Don
Luther McCarthy vs. Tim Logan, 6
and metre.
rhyme
to be an attraction and I packed her lature met.
'
Juan Maria Baca, one of the well rounds, at Philadelphia.
turned.
Or,
Toasties up and shipped her on the steamship
known and influential pioneer citiCapitol Employes.
Jack Herrick vs. Chappie Homer,
The names and addresses of the writers of the
Nebraska of the Guion nne, with my
The capltol custodian board at its zens of tipper Las Vegas. The trans-late- r 20 rounds, at Juarez, Mex.
of
less
4
one
50 Jingles purchased in June, 1912, will be printed,
self as a passenger, to New York first session made the following capis noted as a classical
Ed Winters vs. Eddie Johnson, 15
line of
Toas" Mikes and Miller, to whom I trans ltol appointments: Lorenzo Gutier- linguist and poet, and was ascholar,
and mailed to each enquirer who sends us a lc
class rounds, at Alamosa, Colo.
fenred my interest, tried to Bhow her, rez, assistant cuBtodlan; Pedro G. Or
ties" or ".Toasties."
stamped and addressed envelope for return.
but the raft as an exhibition was
tiz, yardman; Romulo Dofflemeyer,
As many Jingles may be submitted as desired
The Jingles will be judged honestly upon
failure. The hen I gave away. Cap fireman; Eustfaqulo Lujan, night
merit, so if you are a sensitive person and not a
No Jingle submitted in May, 1912, will be tain Mikes and George Miller have watchman; and Luis Lujan.
Three Yean1 Aet.
long since crossed to the other' shore
we
for
no
have
time to
good sportsman don't
considered in this June, 1912, offer.
"Some rafts were sold, especially
Receiver Fred Muller received orOne can make this a pleasant form of entertainment, may make some extra money and to the Pacific Mail, but the manufac ders today from the general land ofturers were not live ones and did not fice at Washington, D. C, to send a
in addition become acquainted with
take advantage of the success of the printed copy of the three year home
Nonpareil whose seaworthiness we stead law to every homesteader in
had demonstrated. S'nce ithe Titanic the Santa Fe land office district, who
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLO III ONE DAY.
disaster I have suggested to Mr. Per- - has not yet proved up. There are
Look
Always remember the full name,
iry, who at the age of 77 Is the presl some nine thousand of (these, the en
the delicious, ready-to-serv- e,
crisp bits of toasted Indian Corn. dent of La Favorite Rubber company tire entries numbering! 17,000 since for this signature on every box. 25c.
1
at Paterson, that he resume the man the office was established.
a dish with some milk or cream and a sprinkle of sugar
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(We paid $1000.00

for 50 Jingles in May

S10O0.00 will be paid in June,
for Post Toasties
to each of 50 persons who send in crisp, snappy Jingles

most

acceptable for a ''Post Toasties" Jingle Book.

Names of persons from whom Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.. purchased
Post Toasties Jingles in May will be mailed on receipt of stamped and

Mo-ra-

addressed envelope
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MANUEL MAY GET

PORTUGUESE
THRONE
POLITICAL CORRUPTION MAY RE
SEAT THE DETHRONED
MONARCH.

Lisbon, June 19. All Portugal at
the present moment la a seething volcano of political rorruption, petty
tyranny, monarchial conspiracies and
active preparations for an early revolt against republican government,

;'hich.

It ia conceded

by many of Us

the Carbonario, and It mat
ters little who Is chief. He holds no
office, but he dictates the appoint
ment of cabinet ministers.
Even the
parliament is more or less under the
Costa Influence, and the only measures that secure final passage are ap
propriation bills or some new propaganda against the church.
During a meeting of the senate the
other evening Alfonso Costa was
seen walking backwards
and forwards between the ministers' benches
nd the preside '(3 rostrum,
full
monarch of all he surveyed.
With
bis hands burled deep in thls'trouserg
pockets and an expression of weighty
thought upon his swartny face, this
little lawyer calmly paused now and
then to whisper au order In the listening ear of a senator, and then
pass on. Everything moved like
machinery, and the bill was
soon passed.
ly fear of

well-oile-

d

lAt

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

possess two monopolies.
Everything seems to be ready for
an early outbreak, with Don Manuel
reported to be with his leaders somewhere in Spanish Galicja, and fully
70 per cent of the officers of the republican troops prepared o transfer
their allegiance to their former king
the moment he appears on the scene.

JUNE 19, 1912.

and a deadlock ensues, one of the
other four candidates may be named
more
or, what Is consluered even
llkuly, a "dark horse" may capture
the nomination. In connection with
the talk of a "dark horse" the name
of William J. Bryan and Mayor Gay
nor of New York City are most fre
quently mentioned.
National Chairman Mack of Buffalo,
REAPING BENEFIT
Secretary Woodson of Kentucky and
DECOR the members of the committee on
IS BEAUTIFULLY
CITY
From the Experience of East Lit I ATED AND HAS MADE CARE
arrangement are In the city and to
FUL PREPARATIONS
morrow a meeting will be held to
Vegas People.
complete the final details of the con
We are fortunate indeed to be a bio
Baltimore, Md., June 19. One thou- vention arrangements.
The armory
to profit by the experience of our sand and Beventy-fou- r
dleRates will in which the convention is to be held
The public utterances of assemble In the Fifth Regiment ar- stands in readiness for the
neighbors.
gathering
East Las Vegas residents on the fol- morv In this citv next Tuesday to of delegates. Headquarters of the
lowing subject will Interest nd ben- name a candidate to run as the demq-kratt- c national committee and of the sevefit thousands of our readers. Read
party's choice for president eral ' presidential candidates are run
this statement. No better proof can of the United States.
ning full blast. The entire business
be had.
These delegates represent the dem- - section of Baltimore is putting cm
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tilden Ave., nimHo votem of 48 states, the Dis gala attire and before the
end of the
East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says:
trict of Columbia, the District of week the delegates, marching clubs
have nothing to withdraw from the Alaska and the territorial possessions
political leaders and lay visitors will
public statement I gave In January of Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Phil- be
marching Into the city by the hun
1907, in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
The number of delegates dreds. It will he Baltimore's first
ippines.
I was troubled for about a year' by
exclusive of the territories and insul- experience in entertaining a( national
disordered kidneys, the most anuo ar
possessions is twice the number political convention since Horace
mS
ymptom being a kidney weaK-a- s of United States senators and mem- Greeley was nominated for
president
nSS- - Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
bers of the house of representatives. hy the democrats assembled here an
at the Center Block Pharmacy, cor
Each delgatje1 to the national con- even 40 years ago.
rected my trouble. I have had a few
vention renresents a section of the
slight recurrences of the difficulty but
by approximately
at such times I have taken Doan s country peopled
to the "CeCOUNCIL PROCEEDINGS
(according
people
Kidney Pills and they have never nsus
of 1910), of whom at least
A regular meeting of the City Coun
failed to have a beneficial effect."
are male adults of the voting cil of the City of Laa Vegas, N. M.,
For sale by all dealers. Prise TO
was held on this 12th day of June,
age.
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
The 1,074 delegates meet to select 1912.
New York, sole agents for the United
a man who will represent the Ideas
Present: Aldermen Chris Wiegand,
States.
voters as to neces-sarj- f B. F. Foreythe, Jerry Qulnn, R. V.
of
democratic
the
Remember the name Doan's and
qualifications for a president of Hays, Hallett Raynolds,' Daniel
take no other.
the United States and to voice their Stern, 7.
ideas as to general policies, which
Absent: Alderman B. F. McGulre,
should be followed by the chief exe 1.
outlve for the four years succeeding
Quorum present and Mayor Taupert
BASEBALL NOTES.
March. 4, 1913. The delegates will In the chair.
voice these "policies in a series of
Minutes of meeting held on May
t'fefe'te'fe'fe-te'Wffe''ifr"fcresolutions, whih, taken together, Is 22 were read and approved.
Thev
ill doesn't look like a pennant race nonularlv called a "platform."
Monthly reporta of city officers
in the National league with the are also to select a candidate for vice were read and referred to the proper
of the committees.
nrnalHent to serve in case
Giants so
out in

BALTIMOREREADV

NEXT WEEK

.

Foster-Milbur-

h

f

.

FOR DEMOCRATS

erstwhile
supporters, has utterly
failed In Its purpose.
Every promise made by the repub'Dr. Vasconcellos,
the prime minis'i
lican leaders as Justification for' the ter, is not believed to be a
corrupt
bange from the old regime has eith- man only Inexperienced and weak.
er been broken or Ignored. Instead of That Is why he was chosen by the
reduced taxation and better condi- CoBtlstas, although his sole knowl
tions generally, the Portuguese peo- edge of public life had been
gleaned
ple find that taxes have have been from a comparatively small practice
practically doubled, with a consea family doctor. That the unhap-quent increase In the cost of living, py premier realizes the ueiplessness
while personal liberty la dependent and hopelessness of his position Is
upon the personal prowess of the sub- made apparent by his repeated offers
ject.
to resign and retire to private life,
The revenues raised by the repub- but his resignation has just as often
lican government have been spent been refused, because no man can
chiefly In establishing & more or less be found who is willing to replace
orm of m31i.ts.ry rula, him. Alfonso Costa, ambitious as he
disgtuised
with, large detachments of troops sta- is is too wise to go so far at the
tioned at every point where opposi- present time. It would only increase
tion ia even suspected. Many of the his responsibilities without adding to
wise ones In Lisbon do not hesitate his power.
to say that a goodly share of the
Manuel Near, at Hand.
money wrung from the people by ex
Fear is probably behind the refusal
tra taxation has found its way into of the others to accept the portfolio,
the pockets of some of the political because all Portugal knows ithat a
leaders, especially those connected royanst revolt, witn a view to re
wJth the Carbonario, a secret organ- storing King Manuel to the throne, is
ization that has brought about a ver- imminent at any hour It is In the
itable reign of terror, the tyranny of very air, and even, the absolute stran
which la most keenly feu in the coun- ger quickly senses the pulsing flow of
far
front.
try districts, where the protection of excitement and expectancy
beneath
Boston fans like the work of Young death or inability of the president
Finance committee and clerk were
life and property,-halittle, if any the placid surface of affairs throughTheoretically the chioce of the nom Instructed to find out the amount of
the Bridgeport shortstop,
O'Rourke,
government aid.
out the city. Only the retail shops now
with Johnny Kling's inees and the framing of the platform city delinquent taxes and whether
Weak Lawyer Real Ruler.
seem to be doing any business.
The Braves.playing
are matters which the delegates take they are turned over to the city
and the
Emboldened, perhaps, by their suc- hotels are almost empty
fresh subjects, and upon treasurer, afljcr collection has been
fofmerly of the wp as quite
cess In creating widespread fear ot tourist invasion is. smaller than it Cy Seymour,
to the .350 which they have varying opinions. made.
close
Giants, lg hitUng
haa been for many years, while the
tthedr yengpance throughout the
The matter whether police magismarak for Newark in the Interna- but nractically. and as a result of
lor, the leaders of the Carbonario wholesale firms and shipping houses tional
wideanread discussion in the daily trate haa authority to remit fines beleague,
have lately taken to aggressive action have been struck by blight of stag
Bill Reldy has succeeded Danny press and elsewhere, there are al longing to the city and collect cost
in both Oporto and Lisbon.
nation. They are all waiting for the
some well settled in
payment of his fees was referred
Long as manager gf the San Francis ways of late years
Only the other day Ur. Jose d'Al- 'revolution and the restoration of set- - co team in the Pacific Coast
idea on the subject of candidates to police committee with power to
league.
meda, one of the strongest members tied conditions. Just now they hesi
Despite the poor showing of the and issues, and a certain unanimity act.
of the provisional government, and tate to ship or receive goods for fear
outset.
Report of city attorney in reference
Brooklyn
Dodgers Jake Daubert con- on many matters from the
con to the
presumably still a staunch republican that they will become confiscated or tinues to shine in all
however,
In
Instance,
the
present
of
publication of Hen! ordinance
departments
In principle, was served with notice lost In transit during the uprising of
siderably more doubt surrounds the and automobile license was read.,
the game.
ffrhat he would be assassinated at the the monarchists.
On motion ot Mr. Forsythe, secondSince Russell Ford joined the New actions and decisions of the conven
The result of the revolt Is apparent
earliest opportunity for daring to critYork
1910 he has lost tion than haa been the case for many ed by Mr. sftern, the report on lien
Americans
in
icize the parliamentary attitude of ly not doubted. Everybody in the
but two games to the Cleveland Naps. years. It is generally admitted that ordinance was referred
to finance
Alfonso Costa, the reputed hieUain business world believes that the monBy the way he is stealing, bases it the choice of candidates and the committee and city attorney with In
of the Carbonario.
archists will wiin easily. It is report
framing of the 'platform will depend struction to report at next meeting.
Whether he be the terrorist chief ed from trustworthy sources that the doesn't look as though Sam Crawford, in a
Bill-ogreat measure upon the results
of the Tigers, ia 3lowing down this
Vogt and Lewis for repair
or not, this same Alfonso Costa, hith- royalists are properly equipped this
national conven- ing sewer pipe was referred to street
of
the
republican
year.
erto an unknown lawyer of uncertain time with a full complement of arms,
and alley committee,
Mike Donlin has been playing great tion now In session in Chicago.
practice. Is today the most powerful ammunition and field guns, which are ball in the field
The democratic convention nominseason
and
this
Report of police committee making
man In the republic an uncrowned already "cached" in., huge quantities
in the neighborhood of .400 for ates a presidential candidate by a certain recommendations regarding
who
in
rules
both
and
northern Spain
king,
with a rod of Iron.
southern
s
vote, therefore the winner the employment of 'fxtra police Until
the Pittsburgh Pirates.
His power Is born chiefly of a dead Portugal. They are also reported to
must secure 716 July 4, was read. Mr. Raynolds mov
convention
in
the
who
a
is
Young Magee,
putting up
in the race has ed that the selection of men and the
votes.
No
candidate
fancy article of ball for the Cardiinstructed number to be employed be left to the
near
enough
Ma
anywhere
is
not
Sherwood
related
to
nals,
votes to secure the nomination on discretion of the mayor and police
gee, the heavy hitting Quaker.
Catcher Nunamaker, o the Boston first ballot. In the order of their committee, seconded by Mr. Forsythe
Red Sox, ia out of the game nursing strength, as indicated by the number and carried.
Bill No. 358 relating to the tax levy
a badly split hand, (the result of one of delegates pledged to supoprt them,
the leading candidates are Champ for the1 fiscal year ending "on the
of Hall's fast inshoots.
Baltimore has sold Pitcher Bob Clark of Missouri, Woodrow Wilson 31st day of March, A. D. 1913 was
Oscar W. Under- read the first time and ordered to be
lea- of New Jersey,
Grant to the Allentown
Alabama
of
wood
Judson Harmon printed as a proposed ordinance.
and
gue team, and Shortsop Ray Cameron
Council on motion adjourned.
to the Hamilton club of the Canadian of Ohio.
The standing of these four candl- Approved:
league.
Clark Griffith and his Washington i dates indicates their relative strength Attest:
Mayor.
Clerk.
outfit a,re going to cause all kinds of on the firat ballot in the convention
trouble for the American league next week. Their actual strength
teams
this season. You can read it will not be known, however, until af
Rheumatism is one of the oldest of Human ailments, and yet the in
ter the first Ibailot, when about 270 NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF DIstars.
the
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"they would not In all probability offer any evldem-- of value." But the
ESTABLISHED 1879.
lives of the unfortunate steerage pas
sengers wtrq Just as precious to them
Published By
and to their loved ones as were those
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
of the first and second cabin passen
(IncorporntPdl
gers, and, apart from the criminal Inadequacy of the Tttanlc's
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR
equlpmeat; the.mogt deplorable feature of the disaster was the horrible
manner In wht"h the steerage passengers were left to their fate and wenf
to their death by the hundreds.
Emitted at the posiotlica. ai fcasu

C. C Little'onT of Texas, a Taft
delegate, and a brother of Represen
tative Martin W. Littlejoha of New
York, was introduced by Governor
Hadley to say a word of defense for

e

Cecil Lyon.
"Lyon has built up an organization
in Texas against which the gates of
hell cannot prevail,' he said as he
concluded.
John D. Mackay, a Taft
delegate-at-largfrom Michigan, asserted the Roosevelt people were
nolther open nor fair minded In their
consideration of the contests.
A round of applause greeted James
E. Watson, who concluded the argu
ment against the Hadley motion.
From the gallery came a shout of
"hurrah for Sunny Jim."
Watson asled whether the delegates felt able to judge on the merits
of all the cases Involved In Hadley's
motion. He pointed out that but few
of the contests had been discussed
by the speaker.
"Now you are not in a position to
judge the merits of these controver
slea," said Watson.
,
A roar of "no" came up from the
delegates.
:"You are In no position, you are In
no temper if you will excuse my say
ins so to judge these cases." Wat
son was interrupted several times and
there were renewed calls for Had
ley.
The governor appeared and was ac
corded the greatest demonstration of
the convention up to this time. Both
floor and galleries were on their feet,
whistling, cheering, yelling, pounding

g
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down.
George..!,. Record of New Jersey
side.
He
spoke for the Roosevelt
dealt "wlttr'the Arizona and Indiana
cases. A double convention was held
in AriiQiva, ie said.
The jjreat crowds in the galleries
became restless during Mr. Record's
argument. It was lucheon time and
after the proceedings had been ex
ceedingly tame many of the spectators were leaving the building. Senator" 'Root appealed again and again
for quiet. k
AnouttmrsV-lirth- e
Indiana delegation followed jtIi8sertion of Record
that in uS' dlsTnet in Indianapolis
'the rtiturUB Were1 made up by the
ials-withoojt
evijSnf opening the ballot boxes.
no'contest in that district," shoutea BTTglish wildly, waving ,hls, flats, (n the air. William Hol-to-

DAILY

OPTIC.
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waving hands.

Mrs. Longworth was
leaning over, the rail talking with a
friend. When the chant of "we want
Teddy" began sounding much like
"we want Hadley" she straightened
up and waved friends aside to catch
the cry. Then turned and smiled at
her husband.
W. H. Coleman, of the Pennsylvania delegation, dashed to the front
of the stage with a megaphone and
shouted: "Hadley, the next president, three cheers."
Coleman leaped up and down on the
platform, waved his arms and yelled
for cheers for Hadley. He got the
cheers, but the sergeant-at-arms- .
got
him and he was taken off the stage.
Soon after this incident a pretty
girl In white in the galleries suddenly stood up and waved a lithograph
of Colonel Roosevelt.
She was at
once the center of attraction. She
stood waving the picture In one hand
and a handkerchief in the other, smiling all the while.
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street.
the demonstration Barnes of New toot of East Thirty-seventsengers who went to their death would
Had it not been for the rooster
Devine concluded with a defenst York said, "I'm not disturbed. Reahave been saved This is especially
J'rs. Louis Busser would not hae
true of the steerage passengers, of the national committee which son eventually will be restored."
Mrs. Alice Roosevelt Longworth, seen the two little children who ran
was appallingly brought a great chorus of "boohs"
whose death rat
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inhigh.
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the window when she heard the roos-to- r
expressing his displeasure and
saw the Galoskey child, with
Johnny Zglenlkl, running through
the yard.
She spoke to her husband, Louis,
about them and he looked In their direction from time to time. He was
sitting on the back porch putting his
shoes on when he looked the last time
and saw the elder of the boys running up the hill. The smaller one
was nowhere In sight. Surprised, he
looked again toward the pond and
say a tiny hand appear above the surface of the water.
He Bent his son Prank, 15, on the
run to call help from the mill, thinking that the men could get to the
pond from the mill quicker than he
could. An instant later the hand appeared again with another hand beside

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUH OOOIi

OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our. demonstrator
'

show yon.

it

Las Vegas Automobile

Busser saw he must act Instantly,
so he ran shoeless down the hill,
leaped over the fence that surrounded the pond and Jumped into the water. A moment later he had the baby
in his arms.
Busser and his wife laid the baby,
unconscious and apparently dead, on
a bench and rolled the water out of
him. After half an hour of work the
child began to show signs of life and
his rescuera put him to 'bed. They
had no idea whose baiby he was.
Mrs. Minnie Sptettigue of Croton
avemije S. E., In whose charge the
Galoskey :bay had bepri left while the
mother went out to work, heard he
had been drowned and that the 'body
wag at the Busser home.
She started for the house and on the way met
the boys' mother, who was returning
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GAME.
Philadelphia, June 19. Washington's wonderful winning streak was

is one of the show places of 'Vegas.
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both officers m tne French
were
army and trained
airmen,
killed this morning wlien the biplanes they were piloting, around the
military flying ground collided with
terrific force In midair.

optic office.

Fowler Props

&

At The Most Reasonable Prices

AVIATORS KILLED1.
Douaj, France, June 19. Captlan
Dubois and Lieutenant Albert Pelg-na-

Old papers ror sale,

Co.

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

from work.
When the two women arrived at the
Busier home they found Alex sitting
up In bed and blinking happily and
devouring raw eggs.

today broken by the Philadelphia
American, league team.
The local team tied the score In
the ninth inning, the score up to that
inning standing 1 to 0, in favor of
Washington. With two out and two
strikes called. "Home RRun" jlaker
hit the ball over the fence, tying the
score. In the next Inning Philadelphia got the odd run and won the
game.
Washington had won 17
straight games.
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Our Annual Clearance Sale Started with a
crowd of satisfied costumers last Saturday. Don't
fail to follow the crowds and get your share of the

bargains offered.
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CURLEY, GROWING TIRED OF KNOCKS,
MAY MOVE BATTLE TO CIUDAD JUAREZ

i

You Will Have to Hurry

a.

For sign painting see Hermann,
Big Promoter, Weary of Being
grand. Fountain square.
Local view post cards at Schaefers.
Harassed by Newspaper Ar35 subjects. Always something new.
ticles Inspired by Jealousy
B. P. Williams of Raton came m
and Desire to "Get Even"
last night from the Gate City on busi'
ness.
May Accept. Offer of
Harold D. Iturrail. or the jUalliiius
El Paso, Texas
Pluutiug station, was in Las'Vegfls

429

The man who doe tha
weighing, the measuring
the mao who knows how
ad whythe man on
whom everything depends..
Out responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS

today.
Dr. L. L. Cahill of Springer, was iu
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon, leaving last evening for Sauta re.
District Attorney Charles
W. G.
Ward is In Mora where he went this
morning on a brief business trip.
P. E. Kaler, Santa Fe assistant
in La
chemist, with headquarters
Junta was in Las Vegas today on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. ft A. Buiuett are In
Las Vegas from their home In Dodge
City, visiting their daugnter, . Mrs.
Charles' Klnkalde.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assiutant
solicitor for the Santa Fe in New
Mexico,' returned this afternoon from
a short business trip to Santa Fe
William Frederick, who Is employ
ed by the Santa Fe as a mechanic
left last night for Lamy where he
will be stationed for several months.
E. N. Burch arrived last night from
his home In Raton on business. M
Burch is a member of the board of
county commissioners- of Colfax cou-

DRUG CO.

Phone Main

;

NO NECESSITY
FOR REDUCTIO N

nty

Always inquire of us

W, rC. ,Beall of Ath'iuenie, tepro
senting the Underwool Typewiiter
company, came in last night from the
Duke City and was here today on

be-

fore buying elsewhere as
our prices remain the low- -'

business.
W. H. 'Horton of Topeka, and E.
L. Lombard of La Junta, Santa Fe
scale men, were !in Las Vegas today
making tests of the track scales in the
local yards.
Mr. and Mrs. R.- E. Wingo arrived
last night on train No. 9 from their
'home in St. Louis for a visit with
their Bons, Harry Wingo and Relf
Wingo, who reside here.
John Hartman was in Las Vegaa
today from his farm 19 milos east on
the mesa. 'iMr. tUrtraan
reports
heavy rains, and visit crops uiiu vege
tation are coming up in fine style
'
J. D. Hand' left last night for Bal
timore and other eastern cities on
Mr. Hand is an alternate
business.
to the national democratic convention
'which convenes in Baltimore on

est for the highest class of
ready-to-we-
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ar
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Wagon Mound, New Mexico
40 miles

noith of Las Vegas

On Ocean to Ocean Road

Rates
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SUNDAY DINNER
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U Carte

Bill in the

State
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HAYWOOD'S

BUFFET
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF
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CCORS GOLDEN BEER ON

All

25.

Sandoval and O. Olson,
plasterers of Albuquerque, are in the
city" being' "employed by Contractor
Richard Smith on th.e house being
erected for District Attorney C. W.
Domingo

G. WTard.

Max Krause, of the Mora Mercantile company, came in from Mora yesterday afternoon to attend ithe wedding of his BiRter, Miss Rose Krause,
to Maurice Bendix whicn will occur
this evening.
Harry T. Herring and L. R. Fa
vllle, state agents of the Everitt Au-- i
tomobile company, went to Watrous
this morning on a short business trip.
They made the trip in their demon

strating car.
J. A. Parkins, who has been in Las
Vegas since Saturday maxlng tests
of air appliances in the Santa Fe
yards left this afternoon on train No.
1 In instruction car No. 1999906 for
points south of here.
A. O. Wheeler of Denver, who has
been In Laa Vegas about a week vl
lting friends, left this afternoon tor
Santa Fe where he will Join Mrs.
Wheeler and daughters. They will re
turn to Las Vegas Friday.
R. J. Garrettson, who has been in
Las Vegas for the past several days
superintending the installation of additional apparatus In the local exchange of the Mountain State Telephone and Telegraph company, left
this morning on train No.- 5 for
-

Denver.
J. Perry Earickson, or the firm of
Earickson & Sahin, brokers in this
yesterday afternoon
city, returned
from a short business trip to Santa
Fe. Mr. Earickson made the trip to
Santa Fe In his automobile and was
accompanied by Mrs. Earickson and
son.; Mr. Earickson reports the roads
between here and the Capital City to
he m tine condition the rains of the
past week having had but little effect
on them.'

Brands of Bottled Beer

and Bonded Whiskies
Family Trade Solicited

When health suggests
that something is wrong
i

Phone Vegas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.

Try"

POSTUM
in place of Coffee

AVE.
515 DOUGLAS
Come and

Try Your Luck

"There's a Reason"

(By Ed W. Smith)
Unless some sort of assurance Is
fciven Jack (. urley, promoter ot uie
Johnson-Flyncontest, that he will
not be harassed In the future by
statements that Governor McDonald
is going to stop the big encounter
oi' July 4 he is apt to pull up stakes
and take the fighters to El Paso and
stage the contest in the hull ring at
Juarez, across the Mexican line.
As soon as the stories bears n to go
out Monday night that there was a
good chance that Governor McDonald
would put a stop to the contest as far
as New Mexico is concerned, the peo
ple of El Paso, who had tried to get
the battle before and failed because
the Las Vegas proposition looked bet
ter to Curley, began to renew their
bidsi' to Curley for the contest.
So the Chicago promoter feels that
unless he get better treatment from
the state as a whole he will pull out
of here and accept the bonus that El
Paso is anxious to put up to get the

you want to be in line with
the thousands of well dressed people in Las, Vegas.
WE GUARANTEE YOU IN FIT AND WORKMANSHIP for half what you

Just a few more week now till the 4th, when

usually pay for
x

Any Suit In our Store
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What looks nicer and cooler for summer than a nice white serge trouser?
For this month only we make any f"" flf
UUaUU
pair of pants in the house for
PHONE VEGAS 205 and we will call for your clothes to be cleaned and
pressed. We do the finest work in the city and cltan .anything in the way

uU

of ladies' white goods, gloves, etc.

We have

Flynn and Curley.

present that he was through for the
day and entertained the war correspondents in his rubbing room. Strip-perFlynn looks even better than he
does In his heavy gyfnasium rig and
it doesn't require anything of an
athletic eye to see that he is In fine
shape and getting better every day.
Jim came into the city' last night
with his training party ,and paid a
few visits around to the different resorts where his friends were waiting
'
battle.
was
As El Paso is only a matter of to greet him. The Pueblo' man,
a
over
ablaze
all
announcing
telegram
something like 200 miles farther
south of here the shift, Curley figures, the coming of very dear friends who
some time today
would make little or no difference! will be in the city
town.
from
home
Jim would not
hig
of
section
with the crowds from this
are.
the country that already have re- say who they
Johnson announced early in the dav
served seats for the hattle.
that he didn't intend to work at the
to
in
be
The whole trouble appears
regular stunts during the afternoon
a coterie of hammer throwers at Albut the weather turned out so fine
buquerque, N. ,M., to the south of this that he couldn't resist the opportu.',
place.
nity and at 3 o'clock called his help
Albuquerque, it appears, has been ers
together and told them to get
insanely jealous all along of the at- ready for the usual stuff in the al
tention that Laa Vegas is having at- fresco gymnasium.
tracted to' itself by the glove contest.
Once started the- - big fellow went
Hence there has been a steady effort
sailing along as if he hadn't & care in
made to draw Governor McDonald inthe world. He spent 15 minutes
to a controversy, the ultimate aim
without a rest on th,e punching bag
to have him declare , himself and then had the same
length of time
against the big battle.
and a lot of comedy with the medi
This the governor has declined to cine ball. The big workout gloves
do so far, in fact the local people who were brought out of the house and
are interested In the big contest have the champion boxed five rounds with
assurances from those close to the Cutler and four with Calvin Respress.
governor that he intends to keep his When he had finished he hopped on
hands off entirely.
the scales, which showed exactly
' '
The chief executive hasn't said a 220.
...
word one way or another, yet AlbuJohnson expressed himself as feel;
querque sends out word to the public lug fine at the finish.
at large that the governor intends to With the departure cf Ryan and
stop the contest.
Morrow from the Flynn camp and
Albuquerque papers of yesterday the bunging-uof most of Johnson's
containing the news are much milder helpers, both camps present a sadly
in their stateemnts about the goverdepleted appearance. Ray .Marshall
nor than is the news these same men Slid Al Williams are the only two real
sent out broadcast over the counry. assistants left in the Flynn camp and
This shows that there is plenty of over at Old town, where Johnson is
animus behind the whole thing.
working, George DeBray Is suffering
The Albujuerque papers also pick from bad feet. Cutler has a tin ear
up the Ryan Incident with a great that is mighty sore, Respress is beat
deal of avidity and play it up in an en up heavily about the body and ev
attempt to Bhow'that Flynn is fool- erybody else has a drooped and weary
ing the public and that the bigbattle appearance all excepting
Watson
won't be worth going far to see.
the chief e
camp, who is
Burns,
Jack Curley boarded a train for Al- ever on the job and always keeps
buquerque yesterday afternoon and the others gingered up and on their
will see the publishers of these pa- toes.
pers to find out whether they Intend
Here's a funny one.
to keep up their unfair warfare.
Tommy Ryan received a telegram
Unless he can get assurances from yesterday from Al Palzer, the ibig
them that they will, be fair to the Iowa white man who is to box Bom
big contest he will return to Las Ve- bardter Wells in New York the latter
gas, explain the whole situation to part of this month, asking Ryan if
the people here who are backing him he would handle him in the future.
in the enterprise, and then probably Ryan secured this Job at the earnest
announce his plan for transferring behest of Jack Curley. Palzer offered
the battle to Mexico.
himself to Curley but the latter said
There is great rivalry, it is said, he was too busy at the present time
between the two towns and tho re- and recommended ' Ryan so highly
sult of Curley's visit is awaited with that Tommy got the job. Funny sita great deal of interest.
uation.
In the meautime several of the forThe popular form of travel to Las
eign newspapermen now on the Vegas continues to be the automobile.
ground are talking of going to Santa Sandy Griswold, veteran Omaha sportFe to see Governor McDonald In per- - ing writer, is coming through from
eon and try to get a statement from that place with three friends, leavhim. They will argue with him that ing next Monday. In the party are
if he intends to stop the contest he A. A.
Hastings of Omaha and Dr. J.
should do so now and not put them C.
Harley, and George Innes of New
and their papers to futile expense in York.
remaining longer! on the field. CurE. E. Overholt of Colorado Springs,
ley's return will he awaited before writes for additional accommodations
this is attempted.- Santa Fe is with- at the contest. Already a special
in easy reach of this place.
train has been chartered and reservaFlynn yesterday put on a new tion made and he says there probably
stunt with Ray Marshall. He went will be another full train, as Colorado
through three full rounds of, pulling Springs, Colorado City, Cripple Creek
and hauling with the sturdy little and Manltou have combined, being
helper, the entire time being devot- within easy reach of each other.
ed to clinchiitg and roughing.
Billy Lawrence, traveling through
This was the first time Flynn has Texas lately, reports that many auto
attempted anything of this sort of parties are being made up there to
work and he says that hereatfter he come to the contest.
will do a great deal of it in his daily
work.
"HARVEYS" is open
Afterwards he boxed three
Thirtieth season, Mr. Harvey In
hot, peppery rounds' with AI Williams
and twice all but had the Cleveland charge. Auto to carriage house, Wedman out with heavy wallops to the nesday and Saturday at 8 a. m., returnbody.
ing same day. For passage phone
Flynn was as playful as a kitten Main 385 or leave order at Murphey!,
when he announced to the big crowd Cutler Brothers or Plaza Hotel.

justafew uncalled for Suits left which will besold very reasonable
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SANTA FE ISSUES

I

The Strongest Car
In The World

INTERESTING
BULLETIN
WORK IS PUBLISHED BY TINSLEY
AND DEALS WITH NEW
. MEXICO FARMING,
The Santa Fe Agricultural Bulletin
No, 7, on the results ot
demonstration work in the dry farm

ing districts along (the Santa Fe line
in 1911, published by J. D. Tinsley,
Santa Fe agricultural expert, has
been issued. The publication Is replete 'with Interesting and valuable
Information and Is well illustrated
with views in dry farming districts.
A brief introduction Is devoted to
work.
Part Two
the
contains descriptions of localities and
weather records. The result of the
crop and variety test is coaia'.af u in
Section Three. Va-- t Throe contalos
crops
two divisions,
the
Unde.
and leeuminous crops.
first division are included, cotton
corn, sorghum, small grains, rye, ilax
and millet, while in the 'second divl
eion are contained beans, cowpoas,
field peas, soy teans, peanuts, alfalfa
and clover. Part Four is devoted to
dry farming methods, planting end
cultivating, and Patt Five deals with
live stock.
The silo is dealt with at length in
the live stock section, as this solves
the problem of food for the cattle
during the winter months, and dur
ing long, dry seasons. According to
Mr. Tinsley the best system of farm-ingi- s
one in which the least amount
'
of plant food Is removed from the
cows
and
selling
farm and keeping
cream comes nearest to this Ideal.
This last section Is of special Inter
est to the farmers of ithis section of
the country, as many of them are
planning to take dairy cattle and sell
milk to the Meadow City creamery,
which will soon be in operation in
conjunction with the Crystal Ice

plant.
Harry Roebuck left this afternoon
on train No. 10 for Kansas City.
Mrs. Arthur Lowe ana children returned this afternoon from a short
trip to Lamy.
Pablo A. Sena, notary public and
merchant of Rowe, was u visitor in
Las Vegas today.
Mrs. Charley Farley retmv.
night on train No 9 from a visit in
New Ycik.
Mrs. W. J. Kelly, will arrive this
evening; or tomorrow from her home
in Dej&vei
a visit with. her son,
B. W. Kelly, who is local agent of the
Wells Fargo 'Express company...
iHerman Cl Ilfeld returned this af
ternoon fremji short business trip to
'
Mr. Ilfeld accompanied
Albuquerque.
Jack Curley and wife to the Duke
City but the Curleys will not return
to Las Vegas until tonight on train

lat

i

No. 2.

Alvan N. White, state superintendent of public instruction, came m
last night from his home in Santa
Fe on a short business trip. Mr.
White, accompanied by Dr. Frank H.
IT Roberts, president of the New
Mexico Normal University, will go to
Mora Saturday morning on a short
itrip on school business.
They will

te

accompanied

by Governor

McDon-

ald.

With the adoption of an all
construction
and corresponding increased solidity (throughout its entire make-up- ,
the new Everitt has been called by experts "The strongest car In
the world."
Chrome-nickeas you probably know, is the one material used''
by the United States and other governments for battleship armor'
cannon. It Is Ithe use of this material found
and
in no other car costing less (than $4,000 which has given the Everitt
its great reputation tor the Everitt is built throughout of this
wonderful chrome-nicksteel.
But Ithis Is not all. The car's frame is of nearly double the usual strength; the wheels and tires are noticeably solid and massive; the axles are of special size; the ' gears are almost unbreak-- .
able and the whole car is a powerful pece of machineryullj
'
"
'
to last.
The new Everitt
Six at J1.850 is (the sensation of
the year. We invite you to see it
chrome-nlckel-stje-

l,

high-powere- d

II-- F.
Sub-Agen-

ROAD BULLETINS.
Denver, June 19. Road conditins
and the stajte of the weather at every
telephone station in Colorado, New
Mexico and Wyoming will be bulle
tined for the Information of member
of the Denver Motor club daily. The
Mountain States. Telephone and:- J'ele- graph company has Instructed. (all its

operators to furnish

'

reports', every

tn
morning.
The Motor club has completed the
logging and mapping of every road
out of Denver and ihas placed sign
posts along each; ; the work '(having
cost $6,000. Then logging, mapping
and posting cover every road east of
Julesburg, south to Colorado Springs,
west to a point beyond Idaho Springs
and north to every town in the state.
The organization is now beginning
a statewide campaign in behalf of
the bill to be introduced and submit-te-t
to the voters at the November
election for turning over to the state
highway commission the entire internal Improvement, as was contemplated by House Bill No. 200, declared
Invalid by the supreme court.
In every town In the state a motor
club will be organized by representatives of the Denver club, each to be
affiliated with the Denver organization, and each local club will be expected to work for the good roads ap
propriation bill. Each club will get
into politics ito the extent of bringing
pressure to bear opon all candidates
for
legislature from its own coun
and
ty,
they will be asked to pledge
themselves to support the Btate highway commission and Ub Vork and to
i

.

te

oppose legislation not desired by mo
torists, such as the levying of exces.
sive wheel taxes.
, The state organization will also be
perfected by the motor club for the
purpose of bringing about the running of the national highway from
New York to San Francisco through
Denver.
Congress has appropriated
$75,000,000

T

STATE AGENTS

'

for the higuway and the

Automobile association has
intrusted to the Denver Motor club
the work of naming vice presidents

American

The Optic prints all the nows.

Automobile & Garage Co.,

Wanted

ts

Las Vegas, N.

M

in every town in Colorado to take
charge of the creation of public sentiment in favor ot an additional appropriation of $25,000,000.
It has been planned ito run the national road either through Cheyenne
or through southern Colorado, but the
officers of the
motor club believe
that, with the prestige given them by
the national association and ithe appointment of representatitives of the
Denver club in every Colorado town,
they will be able to swing the .high; ,
way into Denver.
'

ASQUITH STRIKES WOMAN.
London, June 19. In a atatsmeat
issued today by the Women's Social
and Political Union Premier AS'imth.
is accused of striking a suffragette.
Last night at the India office a militant suffragette who had obtained

admission to the reception held by
the premier In connection with the
king's birthday assaulted Mr. Asquith
and tried to tear the epaulets from
his shoulders. The statement by the
Women's Union adds another scene,
but fails to Identify the actors.
the
According to the statement,
woman who had assaulted Mr. Asquith while being bundled out encountered Premier and Mrs. Asquith,
a second time. ...She went up to the
premier, was telling him he could not
be allowed to hold these public functions without interruption until he
had given votes to women when the
premier struck her a hard blow on
the arm with his cocked hat, which
"buckled" under the force of the
blow.
Mrs. Asquith

followed this up, the
statement Bays, by also attacking the
woman and obxing her ears.
!Mrs. abel Tuke announced
at a
demonstration of the Women's Social
and Political Union in Albert hall
that if by June 19 all the imprisoned
suffragettes are not transferred to'
the First division, as Mrs. Pankhurst,
Mr. and Mrs. Pethick Lawrence have
been, they will start a hunger strike,
and Mrs. Pankhurst and ithe Lawrences would join it.
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HER GRIEF

BUSINESS
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The Children

THOMAS J. MORTJMER
EXPERT SHOE REPAIRING

At Naples the tramway workers had
struck; there was a long row of empty
cars in the Riviera Chlaia, while on

VENUE""

CL'UTRAL HOTEL
'A1RS.ZR. FLINT, Prop
Cor. Grand andDouglas Ave.
ast Las Vegas, N. M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Dire

CP

a

the Plana di Trlomfo a crowd ol
drivers and conductors had assem-MeIt was a noisy, boisterous
crowd of Neapolitans, as lively and
mobile as quicksilver.
Hlsher than their heads, behind the
rnrden fence, the (listening let of a
fountain hung in the air like a sword.
The tramway workers were surrounded by a lareer crowd who wanted to
go by tram car to the various parts of
the town. All these, clems, artisans,
Dettv traders, seamstresses, denounced
the strikers in a loud and angry tone.
The strikers looked gloomy, and
nrpHnd Atfiilnst each other, hardly re
sponding to the angry shouts of the
crowd. They climbed upon the railings and cast restless glances into the
streets over the head of the people.
The strikers resembled a pack of
wolves surrounded by dogs. It was
to everybody that these people.
wearing the same uniform, were bound
together by a firm resolve not to give
in; and this Infuriated the crowd still
more. There were, however, philoso
phers in Its midst who, while smoking
away at their pipes, tried to pacify
the more violent opponents of the

Ire
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Caller I'm. so sorry
Sympathetic
tor you. It U too bad that poor little
Raitua was drowned.
Mrs.
Snowball
Johnslng Tea
ma'am en he had on his beatest
clothes, too, ma'am.

POP KNEW

rlar

A. H. Lorenzen
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For supplies for the New Mexico
penitentiary, tor six months ending
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cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All
advertls ments charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of word
Cash In advance preferred.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
Reg-lui- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
conclave soob4 Ti
aa
MCDd
B. P. O ELKS
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dajr In each month at Mar
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fourth
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sonlo Tempi at 7:30 p.
vtitin
month at O R C till
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme, R
G
are
cordially
brothers
oorder.
H. Hunker, Exalted KuUr: D W
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
ARCH MASONS Regalar convoca
ATTOUXEYH
tion ftrst Monday in each
month at Kaaonlo TemHUNKER A HUNKER
ple, at 7:S0 p. m, M. R. Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunkej
Williams, H. P.; T. O.
Attorneys at Law.
Blood, Secretary.
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RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2. O. C
8 Meets-- first and third rrldayi In
Maaoala Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
Worthy Patroa; Mrs. George Trip,

Wanted

ages.

strike.
"Eh. Slanorl What Is to be done if
Carriage Manufacturer,
there is not enough money to buy
General Blacksmithing,
mocaroni for the children 7
Wranellne. leers. reDroaches annd
Carriage Painting
admonition were suddenly cut short;
eavy
-D- EALER
a new current swept the crowd as If
reconciling it; the strikers rooked
Hardware and.Q
gloomier still, and pressed closer to
Material
gether. Voices in xte crowd "called
Wagon
out:
"Soldiers!"
With a lieht dancing step from the
Santa Lucia Quay came little gray sol- rliom. ,nmn1ne- their feet reeularlV.
and mechanically swinging their left
CLAY AND HAVENS
arms. They seemed to be made or.
toys.
tin, and as frail as factory-madThe crowd drew back from the cars,
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
the soldiers, like gray beads, became
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
rattared alonaslde the cars: the
remained on the platforms.
strikers
71
1202 National Ave
Phone Main
The man in the sua nat ana some
others who surrounded him swung
their arms wildly and shouted:
Ultima
'The last time
Volta'l D" you hearT"- JOHN N. KINNEY
The officer twisted his mustache,
his head drooping. A man waved his
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
silk hat and ran up to mm, saying
Hnmethlna In a hoarse voice. The of
ficer looked at him askance, standing
40.
Main
Phone
Bxth and Douglas.
erect, and gave the word of command
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whole.
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BEST GOODS
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sacks.

pounds

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND RESULAR

30, 1912

Samples will be required ot all ar
ticles marked with an asterisk, and
all samples must be labeled, showing
name of bidder, and name and full
description of article. Samples must
be delivered at the office of the su
perintendent not later than 9 o'clock
m. on June 20, 1912. All bids to
be made In accordance with condi
tions of blank proposals, which will
be furnished by the superintendent
on application. No bids otherwise
made will be entertained. A bond will
be required from all successful bidders, for the faithful fulfillment ot
contracts, within 10 days of awara
and a certified check of 10 per cent
of the amount of the bid will be required to be furniBhed with he bid.
' Groceries and Meats.
2,000 pounds apples, dried.
500 pounds bacon, breakfast
50 pounds baking powder (K, C. 6
pound cans.)
8,000 pounds beans, Mexican,
2,500 pounds beans, navy.
30,000 pounds beef, fresh.
10 dozen brooms, warehouse.
35 cases corn, canned, equat "Sun- burst."
1,000 pounds corn meal,' 25 p.'und
3,500

TOE

fTIIEJ OPTIC?

WANTED

Secretary. Paone Mala
Grand avenue.

Short order cook to take
half interest In restaurant. Call at
514 Sixth street.

Jl

129,

PHYSICIANS
DR. H. W. HOUF

Residence

1016

Fifth

St

Office 506
Grand Avenue
120
Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.

pounds hominy.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
cases matches (Domino 720 to
WANTED To hire two Baddle
LOCAL TIME CARD
10J Meets evary Monday night at
case).
ponies
O. R.
ior juiy ana August, gentle for
750 pounds Macaroni, bulk.
Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
o'clock.
ladies' use. W. Goodrich Jones, Tern- Visiting members are
600 pounds oleomargarine.
EAST BOUND
pie, Texas.
cordially w el coma B. XL Gearing, Arrive
150 pounds pepper, black, whole.
Oeyar)
president; J.
Bualer, secretary; No. .. . 9:10 p. m..
9:16 p.
2,000 pounds pork sausage.
C.
WANTED Woman to do cookln
H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 4.. .11:06 p m
11:10
1,000 pounds peaches, dried.
1
and downstairs work. 1054 Seventh
1:25
No. 8.. . 1:16 a. m
1,500 pounds prunes, dried.
Street.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIt
2:10 9 m
No. 10.. . 1:45 p. m
250 pounds red chill, ground.
Willie Bar. dod. a financier la I
Meet In the forest of brother
1,500 pounds rice.
man that makes lots of money, isn't
love at " Woodmen of the Won
5 cases Sapollo.
WEST BOUND
hot
No. 1... ,.1:20 p. m.
hall, on the second and fourth
14 boxes soap, Lenox.
1;
A financier la a man
Pop No.
15
of each month at 8 p. m. C. CI
No. 3... .6:10 a. m
20 boxes soap, Ivory, small size.
who gets hold of lots of money othei
FOR SALE Duff Plvmni.th
.
VI
No. 7... . .4:40 p. m ..... 4 60
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk.
people have made.
3,000 pounds salt table, 25 pound
baov chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
No. 9
.7:00
6:35 p. m.
ing neighbors are especially
sacks.
,
untu July 1. . Mrs. M. E. Btev- iinea
come and cordially Invited
WAS STILL YOUNG
5,000 pounds sugar, granulated.
ens. Humboldt, Kan.
450 gallons syrup (2 gallon jack
A CARD
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
ets.)
This Is to certify that Foley's Honey
FOR SALE Saw mm In good
I. O. of B. B. Meets
40 pounds tea, green.
repair,
and Tar Compound does not contain
every
three log wagons, edger and wood
of the month In tlx veatr; opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
1,000 pounds tobacco. Duke's Mix
cutter. Set on new. site with plen
rooms of Temple Monteflore at t any ingredients that could possibly
ture.
ty of Umber for one year's run. F.
o'clock p. m. Ylaitmg brothers arc harm its users. On the contrary, Its
60 cases tomatoes, Cotton brand
great healing and soothing qualities
J. Wesner.
'
Isaac Appel make it a real remedy for coughs,
or equal.
cordicily Invited
6 cases washing powder, Star Nap- President; Charles Greenclay, Sec colds and irritations of the throat
FOR SALE A twelve room modern
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
retary.
tha.
yellow package. Ask for Foley's Honhouse, fine location, at a bargain
In a loud tone.
2,000 pounds weinewurst.
ey and Tar Compound and accept no
Apply 803 Jackson avenue.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
The soldiers in twos and threes be4 cases concentrated lye.
substitute. O. a. Schaefer and Red
NO.
804.
PETER P. MACKEL gan to jump on the platforms of the
Meets
second and for
Cross Drug Co.
185 pounds yeast Flelschmann's
FOR SALE My residence, including
cars. At the same time the drivers
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Plonw
(In
equal
weekly
shipments.)
off.
were pushed
three lots. Any offer within $500
building. Visiting members are c
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging and conductors to amuse
Helped to Keep Down Expenses
Hay and Grain.
the onlookThis seemed
of actual cost of building considerinvted. Peter Emenaker, G.
dlally
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich., tells
and Glazing.
75,000 pounds
and
into
out
broke
who
laughter
ers,
ed. Or will lease furnished for one
how she did so: "I was bothered
K., Richard Devtne, F. S.
Estimate Cheerfully Given.
pounds bran.
whistling, which, however, only lasted
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
1.
after
year
See
owno.
July
Old Town for a moment
7Teat Side Plaza
corn.
50,000 pounds
I tried a sample of Foley
double.
1004
I.
Third
street.
O.
O.
F
LAS
VEGAS
NO
LODGE
,
Coal.
People drew back from the cars,
Pills and they did me bo much
Kidney
1. Meets every Monday evening a:
their faces wearing a longer and older
4,000 tons screened lump coal,
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
THE ROMERO ADV. CO expression and their eyes wide open
their hail on Sixth street All visit that they saved me a big doctor's
Clothing.
astonishment They all pressed
lng brethren cordially invited to at bill." O. G. Schaefer and Red r"ross
4 gross pants buckle
"PUBLICITY EXPERTS" with
Co.
forward toward the front of the car.
tend.
J . D. Fridenstano, N. 'G.: Drug
30 gross shirt buttons.
Mr. Jones Miss Antique doesn't
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
WALL paper renovated, furniture or
Within a yard or two of the wheels
SIGNS FOR YOUR
V.
M.
T.
Frank
Elwood
G.;
of
Fries,
so
late.
childish
act
of
quite
40 gross suspender buttons.
a farmer living near Covena, Ga,
driver with the face
a
your wood work made Into old mis
Miss Caustique No. I guess these
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY a soldier could be seen, his cap off,
Secretary; Karl Wertz) Treasurer says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
250 yards light dr'll.
411
sion.
avenue.
Railroad
Inquire
her.
cases
scared
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Pills and find them to be all you
on the rails. He lay on his recent kidnapping
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
lyic
250 yarda heavy drill.
Wm.. Mitchell, telephone Main 436,
claim for them. They gave me almost
back, his long mustache shooting upA.
C.
Window Display Card
,1,500 yards (ticking, a.
instant relief when my kidneys were
ward. An adroit youth, with the moveHEARS NOTHING
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tueu
2,000 yarrs Canton flannel 30 In.
sluggish and inactive. I can cheerfully
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
ments of a monkey, laid himself down
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
day evenings each month, at Wood recommend them to all sufferers -from
folwide.
Yellow Front
by his side; a number of others
SEE JENSEN Fountain Squire
by local applications, as they cannot
man hall. Visiting Brothers co kidney troubles." O. G. Schaera- and
200 yards toweling, crash.
lowed their example.
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Invited to attend. A. M Red Cross Drug Co,
dlally
Th a ma.n in the silk hat cried out
2,000 yards blue denim.
mere is only one way to cure deaf
him
at
looked
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, S
something, the officer
200 yarda
54 Inches ness, and that Is by constitutional
sheeting,
and shrukeed his shoulders. He must
Old papers for sale, optic office.
remedies.
Is
retary.
Deafness
an
caused
bv
wide.
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
replace the tramway drivers by sol
LAWNiMOWERS SHARPENED
Etc.
Leather, Shoe, Findings,
diers, but he has no orders to wrestle
ing of the Eustachian Tube. Wben
2,000 pounds oak tan sole leather. this tube la inflamed
Cock and Gunsmith Bicycle and with, the strikers.
you have a rum
-RETAIL
500 pounds light kip leather.
bling gound or Imperfect hearing, and
Then the owner of the silk bat. sur
General Repairing
when
it
is
closed, deafness is
commis
of
entirely
The
board
rounded by people willing to please,
penitentiary
$20-6t- h
.
o per 1SS lb.
MM lbs. or More, Each Delivery
Street
E. Las Vegas rushed toward the fusiliers. The lab-teresult, and unless the inflamm.r
sioners reserves the right to reject the
Hon can be taken out and this tube
25o per 1SS lbs,
lbs. to 2,009 Iba, Each Delivery
1,09
set off, approached those lying on
any and all bids, or parts thjereof.
restored to its normal condition, hear-ln29S Iks. to 1,009 I be Esoi. Delivery
esses. asm S8s per 1SS Iss.
the rails and attempted to Hit tnem
will be destroyed forever; nine
In submitting bids for above sup
AU the dusty
BS lbs. te KM lbs.
A strueela ensued.
40s psr ISS lbs.
Esoh
Delivery
out
cases
of ten are caused by catarrh,
plies, bidders should write plainly on
nf srjectators made a lurch and.
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
SSs psr 1M lbs.
Less Than 6 Iba, Each Delivery
I
which is nothing but an inflamed
envelope the following: "Bids for the
Costs no more but gives the best
howling, rushed to the rails. The man
of the mucous surfaces.
Results
New Mexico Penitentiary" with the
In the Panama hat pulled it off his
We will give One Hundred Dollars
A
A
A
TT T. TUnmnnlaf
JPoftalla tXTIa antra head, threw it up in the air, and was
name of the bidder, to avoid opening for any case of deafness (caused by
his wife considers Foley's Honey and the first to lie down by the side of a
catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall's
of bids by mistake before date set
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Tar Compound the best cough cure atrlker: he Datted him on the back,
uatarrn cure. Send for circulars, free.
Samples may be sent separately.
n the market "She has tried va- and shouted something approvingly
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
r.
&
CO.,
Ohio.
Toledo,
j.
uheney
"Jones
believes
everything hi plainly marked and numbered, to the
rious kinds but Foley's gives the best rieht in his face.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
bears."
u. (1. scaaerer and
result or an.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constisuperintendent.
After him some gay. noisy people
hef"
is
"Credulous,
Hed Cross Drug Co.
All supplies must be turnlshed In pation.
who had lust come upon the scene
' "Not particularly; he is as deaf at
such quantities and at such times as
began to throw themselves down upon a post"
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, C12 Jay St,
th rails. They lay down laugning,
the superintendent may direct.
LaCross, Wis., writes that sho sHer-e- d
making faces at each other and shoutBy order of the board of peniten
all kinds of pains in her back and
DECIDEDLY WEAK
in a snmethine at the officer who
tiary commissioners.
hips on account of kidney trouhla' and
wnvlne his cloves above the head of
rheumatism. "I got sora of Folef"
JOHN B. McMAMTJS,
the man in the silk hat, was telling
Kidney Pills and citer takiug thom for
him something, shaking his handSuperintendent
a few days there was a wonderful
'
some head.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 18, 1912.
chance in my case, for the i.aln entireOthers threw themselves down upon
ly left my back and hips and I am
their
Women
deposited
the rails.
thankful there s such a medicine as
down
baskets and bundles, boys lay
Foley Kidney Pills." O. O Schaefer
Catch Smelts by the Wagonload.
like
Red Cross Drug Co.
l.niffhlne. doubling themselves up
A great run of smelt is now going and
flnea trvine to keen warm, rolling
one In
the
first
the
up
river,
Sandy
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among al
over and getting dirty in the dnst
It Is now well known that not more
about eight years. The little fish are
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.'
Five soldiers looked at the neaps or
to be seen in a solid column coming than one case of rheumatism in ten
requires any internal treatment whatbodies under the wheels from the platfrom the Columbia river.
ever. All that is needed is a free apThat property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someof the front car, then laughed
form
L
V .Tr.ii
Hundreds of persons, attraoted by plication of Chamberlain's Liniment
.
yL
convulsively as they clutched the railreads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
who
one
the sight, are catching the smelt In and massaging the parts at each ap
heads up in the
"Pick our Ice", for your ice chest ings and' threw their
them
of
nets
and
hear
buckets
and
how
dip
see
and
hauling
your property unless it were advertised here. "
quick'
plication. Try it
They were now quite unlike the
ar
Farmers
sore
the
will
the
When you get it in the chest, you'll air. factory-madrelieve
away by
ly it
wagonload.
pain and
toys. ,
tin,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
coming In by the score every day from ness. Sold by all dealers.
find it easy to pick, also. Not only
Half an hour later trams ran noisidisand
direction
from
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
long
every
(and
so
and
clean
clear
looking ly along the streets of Naples; the
that it's
tances to get a supply of fish for pickEach age of our Uvea has Its Joys.
used
machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
that you will, after on trial, "pick victors stood on the platforms, grinOld people should be happy, and they
ling and smoking.
our ice" every time. It's a genuine ning; some of them passed along the
ort, and musical instruments.
The run probably will last for sev- will be If Chamberlain's Tablets are
out politely:
for the taken to strengthen the digestion and
please to use our ice and also a cars, calling
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of a
this eral days, and then the season
frrvtlle Dauber I'm doing
"Tickets!"
keep the bowels regular. These tab
winter.
next
will
smelt
until
close
pleasure totell your friends that you
ac
in
their
The passengers who handed them uinU.r in water color.
mild
centi
are
and
lets
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
Troutdale correspondence San Francisget your ice from
tion and especially suitable for people
red and yellow slips winked their
Nocker Yes, there does not seem co Chronicle.
best markets!
THE CRYSTAL iCE CO.
of middle age and older. For Bale by
yes, smiling and grumbling in a
to be much spirit in ltl
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Latest Creation

In

Hats

TO

BLACK

WHERE

CAT

of Oxford University, England,' in Certain Circumstances
Are Penalized for Wedding.

and Employes of New York
Real Estate Firm Have Joined
Ranks of Believers.

Much is heard of the taxation of
bachelors; but little is ever said of
the communities wherein matrimony
Is deemed a punishable offense. Perhaps the most extraordinary ideas
with reference to this subject may
be said to be held at Oxford University in England. There, for instance,
a fellow of All Souls College forfeits
bis fellowship, If when studying the
classics, he should take unto himself
a wife. In such event be must not
only pay a penalty, but must also present his college with a memorial in
the shape of a silver cap, with the further condition that on this cup shall
be Inscribed in Latin, "He backslid
into matrimony."
There is an aristocratic club In Lonof Piccadilly,
don, the Bachelors
whereof the members who so far forget their loyalty to the club as to
marry are actually expelled and ostracised.
The only saving feature of
such expulsion is that, by the payment of a fine of one hundred dollars,
the offending one may retain an honorary membership; but, so far as active membership Is concerned, he la
strictly out of it for the rest of bis
life.
There Is a similar organization in
the , Junggesellen Club.
Germany,
comes to the officials
Whenever
there
of this ' club any Intimation that a
member contemplates matrimony, he
Is immediately summoned for trial In
the club court, with the president as
judge. The culprit is allowed to plead
in extenuation of his offense, and upon his skill in presenting such plea
depends the amount of his fine, which
ranges from one hundred to one thousand dollars. The humorous feature
of the fine consists in the application
made. The money is devoted to a
dinner, whereat all members appear
In mourning attire. At the conclusion of the repast the president solemnly reads the sentence of expulsion, and the delinquent is led from
the room amid the groans and lamentations of his erstwhile club fellows.
The Sunday Magazine.

Never say there is no luck la a
black cat For months a
real estate firm in the Fifth avenue
g
region had been doing Just a
business.
Then, one day, a
taunt, rib showing, dejected black cat
paused on the threshold and licked bis
chops, and looked in.
"Kitty, kitty," said the Junior partner. Tom came in. The Junior partner sent the office boy to the nearest
restaurant to get a saucer of milk.
That night Tom curled up on the Junior's desk, and next day the latter
made a MOO, 000 safe.
"Mere accident," said the Ann's
most expensive salesman. "Pooh! Ridiculous superstition! Here, kitty!"
So he won Tom's transitory affections with liver and honeyed words.
It got so that he couldn't come In the
office without Tom
sharpening his
claws on the legs of his new $70 suit.
But the
salesman dldnt
He got his reward, for
complain.
after a time he made the best sale
he'd turned off In a year. The managing partner lined his waste basket
with silk and carelessly threw catnip
under his desk, and in other fashions
shamelessly catered to the sensual appetites of that stray feline. Tom began to observe him on a Monday. Before Saturday of that week the managing partner had sold a summer hotel,
which had been a drag on the market
for two years. Apart from these sales
the general business of the office increased largely from the day of Tom's
well-know-

rent-payin-

F

v

M

-

high-price-

v1

Photograph by Underwood ft Underwood, N. T.
It does not matter what the bra Id of the hat may be, the shape Is the
thing the hat shown above la made of white peanut braid caught with a
tassel of fiber. The wings are all inclined to point to the back.
EASY TO RESTORE

entrance.
"I've heard that care would kill a
cat," said the managing partner. ''But
French Women Are Most Particular say, is there any danger to dear old
as to This, and Their JudgTom if we overfeed him?" Cincinnati
'
Times Star.
ment Is Good.
LINING

NECKWEAF

Process Not Expensive, and Complete
Return of the Original Freshness
Is Sure.
These dainty accessories to our
wardrobes become soiled very quickly,
and we often regret having to use water upon them, for they never regain
their first freshness.
To send them to the dry cleaner's
each time is an expensive luxury. They
may be cleaned in this manner at

IS

IMPORTANT

PARI

French women adore linings, and
when a new coat, or stole, or muff is
being chosen the lining is certainly as

important as the outside material.
Furs will have white . satin linings
covered with real lace; evening coats
will be enchantingly lined with layers
of chiffon in different shades, so that
when the coat falls away from the
borne:
When a number of pieces have ac- shoulders a beautiful effect of color
cumulated,' place them in a quart jar catches the eye.
TJnderpettlcoats of vivid chiffon have
s
and fill it
full of gasothe same result when the upper skirt
line.
of quite orAfter closing it airtight, shake vig- is lifted. A tailor-mad- e
orously and allow it to stand for sev- dinary serge will be lined with a dainty
eral hours. Shake from time to time. silk flowered cachemlre. in fact, linRemove the articles and rub the ings are large Items in the mind of
soiled spots with a pure white soap, the woman who understands the art of
using an old toothbrush. Repeat this dress.
Nothing gives a surer note of disprocess until the neckwear is thorto a garment than its Inside
tinction
clean.
oughly
one may go so far as to
Hang out of doors, that the air may material, and
or evening
say that a tailor-mad- e
quickly dry them. When the gaso- cloak
of any kind, that is badly or inline has evaporated, bring them in
differently lined is as lacking in finish
nd bans' them in warm place.
Heat belps wonderfully in dispell-- as hair that is not well brushed or
shoes that are not Irreproachable in
Ing the odor of gasoline.
Place in a closely covered box con- heels, soles and general polish.
taining sachet bags. Byt the time the
neckwear is needed it will have lost TIDY HABITS TO BE PRIZED
the disagreeable odor.
Fortunate Indeed Is the Woman or
Girl Who Has Systematically
three-quarter-

if

1

if
w't

,

Simple Silk Waist

Si

,

This simple waist is of colored silk
With kimono sleeves. It is trimmed
with bands of silk embroidery and baa
a little yoke of lace.
16

'
Styles Change Gradually.
On the whole the radical change expected in spring fashions will certainly not take place all at once. Little

1

by little fuller skirts, overdresses and,
even paniers will make their appear-ancebut these effects will only appear slowly and gradually. Undoubtedly the fuller styles will prevail later
on, but the evolution of fashion, like
every other action or movement aiming at attaining perfection, is of the
"festina lente" category.
Judging from reports from Paris the
change of silhouette will not be remarkable this year. La Parlslenne has
not yet tired of "la ligne" and the
simple lines of the figure, especially
from hip to hem. Gracefully arranged
tunic, loopings or knottings of
de sole, low down upon the
skirt, either in front, at the back or
upon the sides, will be seen, and a ten.
dency toward the double skirt will be
gradually accentuated.
mous-eelin-

e

Silk Net Gloves.

The demand for the diaphanous in
dress has brought out a new glove
made of silk net. This is heavily
up the back in crystal beads,
with here and there a rhinestone introduced in the design.

Cultivated Them.

HEARD

ONLY

CALL

OF

Dim

Brave Irish Physician Scorned Dangei
When Welfare of Patient,
Was at Stake.

'

The talk of how Dr. O'Brien of In.
nlsmore braved the Atlantic storm t
help a sick patient has made all west
era Ireland ring with his praises.
He received a wire that his servlcei
were urgently needed on the island oi
Innlsmaan, but the Btorm was raging
so fiercely that he had difficulty In
finding a crew willing to put to sea,
At last he succeeded and the corragh
a small canvas boat started on Its
four and a half mile Journey through
the surging waters that ran with terrific force between Innlsmore and Innlsmaan.
It was a life and death battle all the
way, half the men striving to keep th
boat headed across the straits while
the rest bailed out the water that was
continually shipped. At length Innlsmaan was reached, the patient's life
was saved and the return Journey began. ,
By that time a regular hurricane
was blowing and several times th
doctor and his crew seemed on the
point of death when they happened
upon some trawlers at anchor, with
which they sheltered till a lull In the
tempest enabled them to make a dash

Tidiness is one of the most attractive of feminine qualities. It is also
one of the rarest. Early and perfor the shore.
sistent must be the training which
carries the girl into womanhood with
her "bump of neatness" well deSomething Hubby Didn't Know.
Miss Elsie de Wolfe, "America'i
veloped.
Unless inherently fastidious during best dressed woman," was talklni
school days, she is liable to drift into about the draped skirts of the new
careless habits which she never out- fashions.
'
"I heard an Easter anecdote the
grows.
One girl may have a trick of leaving other day about these new skirts," sh
shoes about her room. As a child she said.
was permitted to do this, and as she
"A young wife, at the Marlborougn.
grew older the untidy custom was Blenheim at Atlantio City, appeared
never abandoned, for the simple rear before her husband in a
draped suit
son that she herself did not notice of cream colored cloth,
ready for the
anything unusual about it, and prob- boardwalk's Easter parade.
ably nobody else took the trouble to
'"How do I look, George?' she said.
correct her. Another slovenly habit
" 'Fine.'
is leaving a bunch of combings in the
" 'But tell me, George, does my skirl
comb or on the dressing table. Conhang even all around?'
stant vigilance on a woman's part is
"'Yes,' said George, after a close
necessary in these small matters if look. ''Yes, quite even.'
she would be thought really tidy.
'"Oh, dear! said she, 'then IH have
to go upstairs again.
These new
Vogue of Rough Surfaces.
draped skirts, you know, dont hang
The liking for rough surfaces is a
if they hang even.' "
continuation of a winter fad, and is right
reflected into a very large percentage
of the new tailor suitings which the
Woman Doctors In Siberia.
merchants are showing since the first
A number of influential Slberianl
of the year. There are charming are petitioning the Ministry of Educastuffs of this kind in all the light tion in St. Petersburg to allow women
spring-liktones, soft gray mixtures, to be admitted to the medical faculty
white and black stripes, checks, etc., In the University of Tobolsk. The peand particularly in the brownish tones titioners 'point out that there is s
ranging from deop ecru through buff wide field for women doctors in Siand sand and light khaki tones, a beria, where It is often difficult foi
flecking of white usuall ygivlng soft- Bettlers to get medical aid.
ness and character to the coloring.
There are many Mohammedans in
the country, and it is explained that
Vogue In Laces.
only women doctors can come to their
of shadow lace in help In illness, as they do not permit
black and white are noted with great men to see their wives and daughters.
frequency, says the Dry Goods Econo- Many women have entered the medical
mist. Fine maline lace is a strong profession in Russia proper, and
favorite for handsome evening and there are a great fiiany women pracafternoon gowns, and Chantilly in ticing dentistry, a department of surgblack and in white is much employed. ery which does not seem to have at
Large use is also being made of net tractions for the English woman.
flouncings in the wide and
as well as the edges and narPros and Cons of Home Work.
row bands. Venise appears in bands,
s
on many of
Fifty girls in the highest class in
edges and
a certain English council school on a
the most attractive models.
recent occasion, when the school was
thrown open to the inspection of parSilk Flowers.
The song of the silk flower has not ents, treated the visiters to a spirited
yet been finished. We are still using debate on the question of compulsory
the handmade blossom in all sizes on borne work. Mothers who accepted an
Invitation to speak were about equaldresses, hats and accessories.
Have you noticed the, tiny wreathB ly divided on the subject, and when
of roses on the ends of velvet and silk the motion was put to the whole class
voted for obligatory home
sashes? These are made in the sim- twenty-ninplest way, the little roses being mere- lessons and fourteen against them.
ly ribbon that has been folded and Some of the girls refrained from comwound around itself and Bewed.
mitting themselves on the question.

FAMOUS

deml-width- s,

deml-flounce-

e

ROBBER

OF

JAPAN

e
Nezuml Kozo Stole From
Daimyos to Relieve Sufferings
of the Poor.
Old-Tlm-

VIRGINIA

Her Easter Hat
Apropos of the latest foreign limousine the limousine with a roof that
slides back for aviation meetings-Fr- ank
Coffyn, of hydroplane fame, said
the other day in New York:
"This car reminds me of a conversation I overheard between two girls.
" 'It was an awfully smart crowd at
the flying,' said the first girl. 'I saw
some awfully nice frocks.'
"'And who flew?', the second girl
.

19.

at any rate,

that they enthusiastically

'"Don't ask me!' said the first girl.
Do you think I was going to take off
my new Easter hat just to see a lot
of aeroplanes?"

n

'

For Interest on general
ing bonds

'

take-effec-

A D. 1912.

Approved:
,
--
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Clerk.

COMMENCEMENT AT YALE.
New Haven, Conn., June 19. Ao
companied by all the pomp and ceremony characteristic of similar previous occasions, the annual commencement exercises were held at Yale

university today. The exercises were
held in Woolsey halt (this forenoon
and were followed by the assembly
of the alumni on the campus, the
alumni dinner in University hall and
the reception by president Hadl-3for graduates and invited guests irk
Memorial hall this af '.cr.io( n.
OKLAHOMA WANTS LOW ' TAX.
Oklahoma City, Okla., June 19. A.
convention of taxpayers from all
parts of Oklahoma met here today to
perfect the organization of the Stat&
Citizens' Protective league, which wilS
conduct an agitation for a 1 per cent
tax law modeled after that of Ohio.

$12,-40-

e

Capital Paid in

Surplus

$100,000.00

$50,000.00

r

;

Pre.ld.nf
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.
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v
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V

LAS

j

Mayor.

Attest:

g

V-5-

003.50

A grand total for all purposes.
And the above and foregoing taxe
are hereby levied against all proper- -'
ty of every description subject to taxation within and by the. city of La
Vegas, aforesaid.
Seat Ion 2. The city clerk Is hereby directed to certify to the probata
clerk of the county of San Miguel,
state of New Mexico, a copy of thi
ordinance with the request that thet
said taxes be carried on the tax lis,
as required by law.
t
Section 3. This ordinance shall
and be in force from and after
its passage and publication as required by law.
Enacted this .. day of

$20,-40-

M. CUNNINOHArt,
PRANK 5PKIN0ER,

refund-

,

General:
002.
For fire hydrant rental
For maintenance of public parks .50
For maintenance of public li6
brary
007.0
For general purposes

h

Stf
J J

tf

C

C

D

HOSK IMS

T
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00.
Office with the San Mi'gael National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
II. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

'

'

'

President
President
Treasui .erVice

f

-

Interest PaJd on Deposis

THEY PUT AN END TO IT Charles Sable, SO Cook St.. Rochester, N. Y., says he recjmmends Foley
Kidney Pills at every opportunity be
cause they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble
that had long ' bothered him. Such
a recommendation, coming irom nr.
Sable, is direct and convincing evi
dence of the great curative qualities
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. O. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
ELKS MEET

AT SIOUX FALLS.

June 19 The annual convention of the Elks of South
Dakota began here today with hun
dreds of members of the order in at
tendance from Aberdeen, Watertown,
Mitchell, Huron, Yankton, Pierre and
other cities of the state. The gathering will last two days. Aeroplane
flights, automobile races, band concerts and parades are among the features of entertainment prepared for
the visitors.
Sioux Falls, S.

.,

'('
1

faced men
thlck-eolewith
glioma
walked ' In and announced that the
"poolroom was pinched."
Two rnn popped out a back window, hut Mason and his "friend" were
firmly gripped by the ana. As thev
marched down the street the Virginian
sam He noped they wouldn't arreat
him because It would be ench a serious detriment to his business. So
one of the "detectives" asked
him
how much money he could Dav tn h

continue
to fall. The present and easily the
one million nine hundred and eighty-severeleased.
thousand six hundred and forty-nint"They got every cent I had to my
victim Is William J. Mason, who
name," announced Mason, sadly.
entered the lists at the cost of
"Aw well, then," said one of
the
"detectives"
buy us a drink anvw.v
Mason is a merchant of Norfolk,
and we'll all agree to forget It."
Va a young man who came here
When they had the drink one "dewith his pretty young wifa He put
tective" said:
up at the Prince George hotel and
"Well, you're a pretty good fellow,
met a most engaging gentleman in
so I won't pinch you. I'll let
you go
the corridors. This gentleman bought
free."
wine and sent flowers to Mrs. Mason
Thoroughly disarmed by this
and there seemed to be nothing in
Mason fled, ,but
his
New York that money could be used
for the garnishing of life that this companion was held firmly by the arm
by one of the "ofacers."
gentleman did not frequently purYesterday the truth came upon Machase.
son and he confessed he hart
Wn
This gentleman also dressed very
well and he laughed kindly when Mr. duped to his young wife. He was
Mason spoke in admiration of his rather Inclined to forget it. But she
was not. She called
up the police
seeming ability to spend money withand
they have started detectives look-Inout doing anything for it. The genfor the bogus pool room.
tleman was for some days coy about
Mr. Mason has retained
Hugh Gortelling Mr. Mason how he did it.
The Virginia merchant's anxious don Miller, and the lawyer sent his
out with Mr. Mason yesterquestioning finally revealed that his secretary
in
an
effort to locate the house
day
attractive friend garnered his finanin Amsterdam avenue, near One Huncial goodies from tb,e race track.
Nor was he selfish. He was will- dred and Third street, where he said
the bunco men had taken him, repreing to share with his playmate. He
had, he said, advance Information on senting the place to be an honest
the races and that by going to a cer- poolroom where he could lay an hontain poolroom and laying the money est bet But when Mason' got in the
neighborhood he was unable to point
he always won.
Mr. Mason of Norfolk joyously ac- out the place. His memory failed
from him entirely.
companied him. He watched his
The police have little hope of findfriend win a large bundle of kale. The
next day the Norfolk merchant met ing Mason's $20,400 or the men who
hie "friend" and they went to the Induced (hlm to part with it on the
same place, but Mr. Mason, mystified ancient "insdde information" game.
because all his friend's certanties. Mason and his young wife left for
0 Norfolk
turned wrong, came away with
yesterday afternoon, she saying that he might as well hurry home
from
his
leather
missing
polished
and take up the tangled ends of his
',
pouch.
But as-htold his young wiffl, be business. In a, few hows he had
was a game guy. He went right back squandered several years profits from
to Norfolk and make his bank give a prosperous dry goods store, '

,

inquired.

the-'isca-

d

In the days
shortscheme
ly thereafter, a swindling
was evolved for which many nueii
Kave fallen, the old
otune being

band:
.
"Do you know, I wish I had one oi
these affinities. Oh, I think it would
be just
to sit on a rock with
somebody and have him rave aboul
the Incomparable golden color of my
hair and tell me that my eyes were
the most beautiful in the whole world,
'
"
and
"Uh, huh," said the husband, yawn.
"And that the delicate pink of my
cheeks bad been painted there by th
angels, and that he couldnt live without me.
I think an affinity like
that would be --"
" TIsn't an affinity you want," ltt
terrupted her husband. "What you
seem to want Is a plain,
liar." Mack's National Monthly.

y

RAID BY 80GUS SLEUTHS WHEN
THE MAN BECOMES SUSPICIOUS

What She Wanted.
Jim Mann was on his way bact
from Chicago and couldnt help hearing the conversation of the couple In
the section right behind his. They
looked like newly married folks, bui
were not on their honeymoon, ai
Mann learned by deduction.
Th
woman laid down a newspaper she
had been reading and said to her hus-

Ing:

They went to a different .place this
time and when his $8,000 went
away the southerner began to
think tblnpa over. He was Inclined
to yawp a Wt. The Instant he
began
to breathe suspicions of there
being
"something crooked," two large, red

P00LR0

New York, June
of old Ramese, or,

PROPOSED ORDINANCE.
Bill No. 258.
An ordinance relating to the tax
levy for the fiscal year ending on the
31st day of March, A. D. 1913.
He It ordained by the city council
of the city of Las Vegas, N,M.
Section 1. That a tax levy for
year ending on the 31st day or
March. A. D. 1913, is hereby made a
foilows:

him $,ou more. And )i came rU'lit
back and weut with tiin -- kind friend"
and bet this eufli on another horse.

SPORT

STUNG IN FAKE

Behind the temple sacred to th
Nameless Dead and close to the
wrestling amphitheater in Tokyo there
is to be found the grave of the celebrated robber, Nezuml Kozo, who stoic
from the daimyos long ago in the old
Yedo days that he might relieve the
sufferings oi the poor. There is a
with this
superstition connected
grave which has made it a much frequented spot. If
portion of tli
headstone is carried away it acts at
a lucky talisman, particularly to thost
who speculate or are otherwise engaged In games of chance. It is usual
for a person breaking a piece from H
the stone to make a vow that in cas
he is successful he will buy a new
headstone to replace the one he bat
mutilated. Many prayers must hav
been answered, for the stones ar
piled high on either side of the grave
and an enterprising individual neai
by has .the stones already for sale and
only waiting the name of the donoi 1
to be engraved and then set up. A
shelter has been placed over the spot
and from the roof bang gay lanterni
and pilgrims' banners. A large monej
box catches all the stray sen which gc
for the upkeeplng of the grave
Gamblers and geisha are often via
ltors; students before their examination feel more assured of success 11
they have a chip of Nezuml Kozo'i
headstone in the sleeve of theli
kimono.

e
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CANNED GOODS
Finest Quality Fruits and Ve
getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.
-

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

For
QUALITY PURITY CLEANLINESS
Noted)

ASK YOUR GROCER

FOR

"FORT" BRAND

r

...
v

f
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She Did it With

LOCAL NEWS
Big Spanish
hall tonight.
A

THE CHOICE OF THE SEASON'S

FIRST

CARLOS"

dance

"ALABAMA SVJEETS"
ARE DELICIOUS AND JUICY

n ir ia
i THE
i eCASHb GROCER.
"THE STOR.E THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Jap-a-la-

SPECIAL

c.

Her best straw hat was yellow, and it didn't match her gown.
But she knew that she could fix it so she didn't pout or frown.
and colored it with that.
She bought some Dead Black
And now her friends admire what they think' a brand new hat.

at Rosenthal

COMPLETE soda water fountain
for tale cheap.
Inquire at the

White Kitchen.

SALE

DAY

G

AT

'

JAP-A-LA- C

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD

Flnch'i Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
midsummer ball of B. of
L. F. and E. at Armory
June 20.
Music by SImlson fire piece orchestra. Tickets fl per couple.
Annual

These are fancy and your appetite will be whetted when
of this, the first offering of the season.
hear
you

19, 1912.

PHONE HAIN 371
JAP-A-LA- C

For everything In men's goods, see
Magdeleno Baca wag arrested last
FATHER
Talchert's store, Douglas avenue.
on
evening by Officer Henry Sena
the charge of drunkenness, and was
Twelve, fourteen and twenty but- OF MAN
given a suspended sentence of ten ton shoes In new midsummer models,
days and released upon the payment In white, buckskin, Tl&ck satin and
of the costs.
tans, now on display at RosenwaldY TRAGEDY
The Altar guild of St. Paul a Memorial Episcopal church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock with
Miss Phebe Hart, at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Hart, on
the corner of Eighth street and Baca
avenue.

JUNE 15 TO 22

Enamel Red, Enamel Green, Blue, Dead Black, Brilliant Black and Flat
'
are also effective in renovating straw hats.
White

WHO SHOT SON

of Chapman
F. & A. M., Thursday,
Members re7:30 p. m.

Regular communication
June

20,

SUITS REDUCED

OCCURRED
TO BE
INVESTIGATED.
WHICH

THREE WEEKS
Lodge No.

ALL MENS AND BOYS

ASKS ARREST

AGO

2 A.

at

quested and brethren cordially invited to ibe present.

With a warrani for the arrest of
Daniel Rolbal, charged with the kill
lng of Eufraclo Ares, Deputy Sheriff
Felipe Lopes left this morning for
Gonzales, a small settlement evera:
mifes northeast of Las Ve.s. The
warrant was Issued by Justice J'elipe
Baca y Garcia. The complaining wit
ness Is the father of the dead boy,
Canuto Ares.
The shooting occurred on June 3
and rthe victim, who was 16 years of

the West side grocery- man, is rejoicing in the arrival Of, a
Statements "have been circulated
little son, bora Monday morning In
that the Western Union Telegraph Los Angeles, Calif., where Sirs. Cavls
company has no wires in the republiis visiting relatives.
S
can convention hall In Chicago, but
these are without foundation, as the
The marriage of Miss Rose Krause
company has ample facilities for ser- to Maurice Bendix
will occur this
vice to and from the hall.
evening at the ttome of Mr. and Mrs. age, died on the following day. It
Simon Bacharach on Seventh street. was maintained by Rolbal, who is 22
G. T. Parker has resigned as chief
Dr. S. Peiper, rabbi of Congregation years of age, that the killing was acclerk to the Santa x'e division foreMonteflore, ,will officiate at the ser- cidental. The boy, before he died,
man, H. L. Turton, and left yesterday vices. Miss Krause Is the niece of stated that the two had been fooling
afternoon for Kansas City, where he Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and with a small
,
pistol on the range
expects to locate. Reg Young, the Mr. Bendix Is bookkeeper of the firm where they were
engaged In herding
head timekeeper, , will succeed Mr.
of Bacharach Bothers.
sheep, and that Rolbal had given the
Parker and C. A. Hill of Chapute,
;
weapon to him and told him to shoot
;3
Kansas, will be employed in Mr.
bullet Into a tree. The younger
Tomorrow evening is the occasion
Young's former position.
dances of herder replied that they had better
of the annual
Apache Lodge No. 245 BrotberhooJ save the cartridge to shoot a wolf.
George A. Fleming secretary of tha of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-men.- Then, according to rthe story of the
Las Vegas Commercial
club, anThe members of the lodge have dying youth, Rolbal took the weapon
nounced this morning that 20 cots
made a thorough canvass with tickets and began pointing it at him and
will be placed in the club rooms dur
and the affair promises to be one of dancing in a circle Young Ares being the period before and after the the largeat and most successful in the came frightened and tried to seize
Johnson-Flynbout, and will be rentannals of the order in this city. The the gun. Just as he grappled with
ed at a low charge.' Preference will
will be given in the Armory, the Rolbal the pistol was discharged, the
ball
be given to friends of members of
and best dance hall in the bullet perforating the boy's abdomen.
largest
the club, and all clubmen desiring
The boy was carried to his home,
and the Simison orchestra will
city,
reservations should apply to Mr.
It will be a pro a distance of three miles, where he
furnish
themusic.
Fleming at once.
gram dance and the music for the died, after suffering nearly 24 hours.
grand march will begin at 9 o'clock. The tragedy was not reported in Las
The partnership of Hanna & Wil
Vegas until this morning when the
son, prominent attorneys of Santa
father informed Assistant District At
CLASSY PICTURES.
Fe, has been dissolved and a new
The fath
The world's motion picture master- torney Charles Hedgcock.
partnership formed, comprised of piece, "The Coming of Columbus," er- - does not Incline to the view that
Francis C. Wilson, Harry S. Bowman will be shown at the Browne theater the shooting was accidental. He sayB
and Melvin T. Dunlavy, under the firm tonight and Thursday evening. This Roibal wished to marry his daugh
name of Wilson, Bowman & Dunlavy.
piece was produced! by the, (Selig ter and that he refused to allow him
The offices of the firm will be In Motion Picture company at an ex- to come near his home. The father
rooms 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 In the
The Home of The Best of Everything Eatable
pense of $50,000, three years being thinks that revenge inspired Roibal
The dissolution taken to complete the film, and It is to shoot his son.
(Laughlin building.
of the partnership of Mr. Hanna and declared the most, wonderful picuirs
There Is little evidence against
Mr. Wilson was due to Mr. Hanna's ever manufactured. The film Is in Rolbal and his arrest may not lead
We are Receiving a Fresh Line of Vegetables
election as. justice of the supreme three parts. There were 3,000 feet to a criminal prosecution. The pre
Every Day, The Following are Some:
court of New Mexico.
of massive and elaborate settings and liminary hearing to be held before
Green Onions
Radishes
Lettuce
Justice Felipe Baca y Garcia is ex
a cast of 350 used in the picture.
The three films tell In rich detail pected to bring out all the facts in
Soup Bunches Asparagus
Parsley
the complete story of the Genoese the case.
Kohlrabi
Beets
Turnips
navigator who, through the grace of
Cucumbers Cauliflour
Carrots
Queen Isabella of Spain and '.n'thw
There Is no real need or anyone bePeas
Rhubarb
face of the scorn or all the great
Cabbage
troubled with constipation. Chaming
with
ventured
of
his
world,
scholars
T matoes
Wax & Green Beans
berlain's
Tablets will cause an agreeunknown
three tiny vessels into the
able movement of the bowels without
seas and found a continent It's all any unpleasant effect Give them a
there, just as the children learn it trial. For sale by all dealers.
In the school histories how Columare properly laundered at our
CHERRIES, California and New? Mexico
bus wonbe friendship of rthe queen's
deplant. We have an especial
GOOSEBERRIES
APRICOTS
confessor; how the good queen her
partment fully equipped with
self offered to pawn her jewels to
launthe latest appliances for
finance his venture: how the wise
We Have Received Shipment
dering ladies wear and the
men of Salamanca scoffed and called
employes In, this department
Columbus crazy; now the start was
are experts in every sense of
made in the Pinta, the Nina and the
the word.
Santa
Maria; how the sailors grew
done
If
not
have
you
already
AT THE GRAAF & HAYWARO CO. STOBE
as the voyage lengthened
mutinous
so, send your summer shirt
Inito months; how the appearance of
waists and other garments to
a land bird gave them new courage:
us and let us show you how
ho wthe landing- - was made at Sau
nicely we make them appear.
Salvador; how Columbus returned in
Our charge is not high and
109
STOCK EXCHANGE
fouthern' PaSifie
to the Spanish court accomtriumph
the work is prompt
168
Jnlott ,?acdfio, . i f.
panied by a band of Indians bearing
New York, June 19. Although the 'United States Steel
699i
and strange birds and animals;
abgold
to
political situation continued
AND
United Stap Steel preferred ...110
how Columbus confounded the Insoof
ahare
toj
attention,
sorb a major
famous
his
egg
with
courtier
lent
day's early Uock market showed somej
ROCHESTETT COMMENCEMENT
trick; In fact, all Is there.
Inclination to emerge from the ', Rochester,
Jf.,: June 119. The
j
extreme dullness of he early :eek.
annual' commencement
Trading, while very ; moderate, was exercises ortheTThlversIty of
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
characterized by greater confidence,
were!1 Held tUis morning in the
617 Dougli Are
Phone Mala 81
American Can was conspicuous with Third' Presbyterian Church where the
FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern. Apa two point gain. Wabash common grattuatfes assembled to receive thei
ply 1017 Seventh street.
There's a. Reason
and preferred sold down to new low diplomas and. listen to the annual
records, with weakness iriDenver and address of President
Rush Rhees
Rio Grande. preferred.. Bonds were The annual alumni dinner was held
In thegyinnasijun-- ; this afternoon,
steady.
A one point rise in Interborough with Fred S:..,FJ8h,l.'73, of South Bend
Metropolitan preferred and a five InH., presiding 1
in May department
point decline
LuVhERN CONFERENCE.
etorea preferred marked ' the only
Kenmare, . N.. D., ' June 19 --Two
changes of note in the stagnant marYOUR ATTENTION PLEASE to the neat, novel and inexthousand Danish Lutherans, repre
ket of the late afternoon.
pensive line of small jardiniers and ferneries we are displaying
The last sales were as follows:
senting about tbkty statesiare gath
86
in our window.
ered hereifor the annuaj national con
Amalgamated Copper
130
ference of jtheir., denomination. .The
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
...106
"The Store of Satisfaction"
pjoceedingt'Wlll continue five or six
133'2 days and will be participated In fry
Great. Northern
SON
ONION
50lflT.
121
117
all of the foremost clergy and laymen
New York, Central, ex div
&
FLORISTS
SEEDSMEN
118
Northern Pacific
pf the Danish Lutheran church in the
V
United "States.
.....166
jiding ...
Ik,e Davis,
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Cwfifax mik Ca

This includes all our new Spring Models in Hart Schaffuer
&Marx, Michaels Stern, and Ederhe mer Stein makes.
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ANNUALC011ENCEMENT
OF LORETTO ACADEMY
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS BY MISS
ELOISA BACA WAS BEAUTIFUL EFFORT.

she has received the kind of educa
tion which will make her after life a
success and a joy to herself and those
with whom she comes into contact.
Loretto Academy has enjoyed a
most successful school year. The sisters declare the work of the pupils
has been exceptionally good. Earn
estness and faithfulness have been
shown and the sisters have every rea
son to feel proud of the record made.
The school will open for the- -., fall
term early la September.

Last night In the assembly hall of
the Loretto academy on the West side
occurred the annual commencement
exercises of the school. Miss Eloisa
Baca, having completed the requirTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
ed course, waa granted a, diploma and at the Opera Bar.
several other honor students "of the
school participated in the program
BOOSTING THE NORMAL
A large number of the friends' of the
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
students and the Sisters. of Loretto,' of the state board of education, rewho. so ably conduct the Institution, turned this afternoon from an extend' .'r
were present.
ed trip in the middle and southern
A beautiful program, consistius? of part of the state. Dr. Roberts visited
music, elocution and drills and march the institutes in some of the counties
es iby the younger students,' was giv- south of here, and, stopping in
l,
en. Every department of the whooj
Belen, Bernalillo, Socorro, Sanwas represented and the way" In ta Fe and Albuquerque.
At all points
which' the program waa; presented he found that the people were takshowed the efficient work'' of the ing great Interest in the work of the
teachers and the natural talent of the Normal University and many stated
" V
'
i
their intention of enrolling at the
students.
as opening of the next term of the
Miss Baca's valedictory adress
a real gem of thought and; diction, It school.
Alvan N. White, state superintend
was delivered In an impressive man
ner. The principal address of the ent of public instruction accompanied
evening waa made by Rev. Father Dr. Roberta on the greater part of the
O'Connor of Louisville, Ky. Father trip and Governor W. C. McDonald
O'Connor cpngr&tulattd the student was with them in Belen. Mr. White
uopn the excellent institution In which came In from the south last night ard
they are receiving their education He with Dr. Roberts and Governor Mcsaid that there must be education of Donald, who is expected in from Santhe heart and soul as well as educa- ta Fe Friday, will go to MoVa Saturtion of the mind If true perfection is day, where they will vlist the Mora
to be reached. An educated mind, he county Institute.
asserted, without the accompaniment
WE WANT AN OFFER
of a soul educated to love and revere
On a fine six room house on two
God, is more of a detriment to the
person possessing it and to humanity lots, best part of hill.
Also on two vacant lots, east front,
In general than le a mind whose culture has been entirely neglected. cement sidewalk, fine building site.
Both of the above must be sold at
Father OConnor stated that a young
woman, emerging a graduate from an once. Make us an offer.
The Investment and Affency
academp presided oxer by the Sisters
of Loretto, may feel confident thtt
Corporation.
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